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Preface

The Royal Commission

The Letters Patent provided to the Royal Commission require that it ‘inquire into institutional responses to allegations and incidents of child sexual abuse and related matters’.

In carrying out this task, we are directed to focus on systemic issues but be informed by an understanding of individual cases. The Royal Commission must make findings and recommendations to better protect children against sexual abuse and alleviate the impact of abuse on children when it occurs.

For a copy of the Letters Patent, see Appendix A.

Public hearings

A Royal Commission commonly does its work through public hearings. A public hearing follows intensive investigation, research and preparation by Royal Commission staff and Counsel Assisting the Royal Commission. Although it may only occupy a limited number of days of hearing time, the preparatory work required by Royal Commission staff and by parties with an interest in the public hearing can be very significant.

The Royal Commission is aware that sexual abuse of children has occurred in many institutions, all of which could be investigated in a public hearing. However, if the Royal Commission were to attempt that task, a great many resources would need to be applied over an indeterminate, but lengthy, period of time. For this reason the Commissioners have accepted criteria by which Senior Counsel Assisting will identify appropriate matters for a public hearing and bring them forward as individual ‘case studies’.

The decision to conduct a case study will be informed by whether or not the hearing will advance an understanding of systemic issues and provide an opportunity to learn from previous mistakes, so that any findings and recommendations for future change which the Royal Commission makes will have a secure foundation. In some cases the relevance of the lessons to be learned will be confined to the institution the subject of the hearing. In other cases they will have relevance to many similar institutions in different parts of Australia.

Public hearings will also be held to assist in understanding the extent of abuse which may have occurred in particular institutions or types of institutions. This will enable the Royal Commission to understand the way in which various institutions were managed and how they responded to allegations of child sexual abuse. Where our investigations identify a significant concentration of abuse in one institution, it is likely that the matter will be brought forward to a public hearing.

Public hearings will also be held to tell the story of some individuals which will assist in a public understanding of the nature of sexual abuse, the circumstances in which it may occur and, most importantly, the devastating impact which it can have on some people’s lives.
A detailed explanation of the rules and conduct of public hearings is available in the Practice Notes published on the Royal Commission’s website at:

www.childabuseroyalcommission.gov.au

Public hearings are streamed live over the internet.

In reaching findings, the Royal Commission will apply the civil standard of proof which requires its ‘reasonable satisfaction’ as to the particular fact in question in accordance with the principles discussed by Dixon J in Briginshaw v Briginshaw (1938) 60 CLR 336:

> it is enough that the affirmative of an allegation is made out to the reasonable satisfaction of the tribunal. But reasonable satisfaction is not a state of mind that is attained or established independently of the nature and consequence of the fact or facts to be proved. The seriousness of an allegation made, the inherent unlikelihood of an occurrence of a given description, or the gravity of the consequences flowing from a particular finding are considerations which must affect the answer to the question whether the issue has been proved to the reasonable satisfaction of the tribunal ... the nature of the issue necessarily affects the process by which reasonable satisfaction is attained.

In other words, the more serious the allegation, the higher the degree of probability that is required before the Royal Commission can be reasonably satisfied as to the truth of that allegation.

**Private sessions**

When the Royal Commission was appointed, it was apparent to the Australian Government that many people (possibly thousands) would wish to tell us about their personal history of child sexual abuse in an institutional setting. As a result, the Commonwealth Parliament amended the Royal Commissions Act 1902 to create a process called a ‘private session’.

A private session is conducted by one or two Commissioners and is an opportunity for a person to tell their story of abuse in a protected and supportive environment. As at 20 May 2016, the Royal Commission has held 5,286 private sessions and more than 1,446 people were waiting to attend one. Many accounts from these sessions will be recounted in later Royal Commission reports in a de-identified form.

**Research program**

The Royal Commission also has an extensive research program. Apart from the information we gain in public hearings and private sessions, the program will draw on research by consultants and the original work of our own staff. Significant issues will be considered in issues papers and discussed at roundtables.
This case study

This is the report of the public hearing which concerned allegations of child sexual abuse of a number of former students of Knox Grammar School in Wahroonga, New South Wales (Knox), and the way that Knox Grammar School and the Uniting Church in Australia responded to those allegations.

The scope and purpose of the hearing was:

1. The experience of sexual abuse of former students of Knox.

2. The response of Knox and the Uniting Church in Australia between 1970 and 2012 to concerns raised about inappropriate conduct by a number of teachers towards students at Knox.

3. The systems, policies and procedures in place at Knox in relation to raising and responding to concerns about child sexual abuse since 1970.

4. The regulatory system governing the response of Knox, as a non-government school in New South Wales, to allegations of child sexual abuse by its employees against students at the school.
Executive summary

Knox Grammar School

Knox Grammar School (Knox) is a prestigious independent boys’ school located in Wahroonga on Sydney’s North Shore in New South Wales.

Knox opened in 1924 and has operated continuously since then. While the ultimate control of Knox vests in the Uniting Church in Australia, Knox has a council (the Knox Council) which oversees its operation and reports to the Uniting Church, Synod of New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory.

During the period examined in the public hearing, headmasters of the school were:

- Dr Ian Paterson – 1969 to 1998
- Mr Peter Crawley – 1999 to 2003
- Mr John Weeks – from 2004 to the present day.

At the times with which this case study is concerned, Knox had four to five boarding houses, each with a housemaster and resident masters who assisted the housemaster.

The experiences of the former students at Knox

Twelve former students gave evidence of their experiences at Knox. The father of one former student and the mother of another former student also gave evidence.

Each of the former students gave evidence of the sexual abuse they suffered while at Knox and of the devastating effect of that abuse on them. The parents of the former students gave evidence about the impact of the abuse on their children and families.

The criminal conviction of five teachers employed by Knox

In 2009, a number of former Knox students went to NSW Police to report child sexual abuse by teachers at Knox. After an investigation, five teachers from Knox were charged and ultimately convicted of child sex offences against students. These teachers were:

- Mr Roger James
- Mr Adrian Nisbett
- Mr Damien Vance
- Mr Craig Treloar
- Mr Barrie Stewart.
What Knox knew about complaints of sexual abuse

Mr Roger James

Mr James, who is now deceased, was a teacher at Knox between 1974 and 1977. In 2009, he was arrested for an act of indecency with a former student, ARY, while Mr James was a teacher at Knox. Mr James was convicted of two counts of assaulting a male and committing an act of indecency. The counts related to one student: ARY. Mr James received a 12-month suspended sentence.

While Mr James was at Knox, Dr Paterson had concerns that Mr James had become ‘too close to boys in a counselling sense’. He prohibited Mr James from being involved in running school camps.

However, when Mr James left Knox in 1977 for another school in New Zealand, Dr Paterson wrote a positive reference that included favourable comments about Mr James’ role in running school camps.

Despite Dr Paterson’s concerns about Mr James, Dr Paterson provided a reference for Mr James which was misleading in that it suggested that he was a suitable person to be involved in school camps.

Mr Adrian Nisbett

Mr Nisbett was a teacher at Knox between 1971 and 2004. In 2010, Mr Nisbett was convicted of sexual assaults committed on three different students at Knox while Mr Nisbett was employed as a teacher and as a resident master.

In 1986, the General Duties Master at Knox, Mr Stuart Pearson, gave Dr Paterson a detailed written report which revealed a number of serious allegations about Mr Nisbett, including at least two incidents involving inappropriate touching of boys. Dr Paterson removed Mr Nisbett from his role as a resident master in one of the boarding houses, but no other action was taken. In 1990, Dr Paterson permitted Mr Nisbett to return to occupy a residence located near the new boarding house, Kooyong House, and to fill the role of housemaster from time to time. This allowed Mr Nisbett to be alone with the boys on occasion.

In 2003, the then headmaster, Mr Crawley, appointed an investigator, Mr Grahame Wilson, to investigate an allegation against Mr Nisbett made by the parents of a former student. The conclusion was that Mr Nisbett’s conduct required disciplinary action and he was given a warning. Mr Crawley notified the NSW Ombudsman (the Ombudsman) of the report and the action.
In 2004, Mr Weeks, who had replaced Mr Crawley as headmaster, asked Mr Wilson to further investigate Mr Nisbett. Mr Wilson did so and in his report found that two allegations of inappropriate touching of boys were sustained. Mr Weeks notified the Ombudsman that Mr Nisbett would leave Knox’s employment and the Ombudsman required no further action. We accept the Ombudsman’s acknowledgement that there were significant shortcomings in his response, including that he did not advise Knox to notify the police.

Mr Damien Vance

Mr Vance was employed at Knox as a resident master in about 1984. In 2009, he was arrested and subsequently convicted of sexual assault, being the commission of an act of indecency on a person under the age of 16.

While Mr Vance was employed at Knox, a student made a complaint to Dr Paterson about Mr Vance, including that Mr Vance had touched him inappropriately and made a sexual advance. At that time the student was 15 years old. Mr Vance admitted the allegations.

Dr Paterson permitted Mr Vance to resign and did not notify the police. Mr Vance subsequently obtained employment as a teacher at Keilor Downs College in Victoria and worked there between 1989 and 2002.

In 1991, Mr Vance contacted Dr Paterson to ask for a reference. Dr Paterson gave Mr Vance a positive reference. Mr Vance subsequently used that reference in support of his application for teaching positions in Victoria. Mr Vance gave evidence that he was offered a teaching role subject to a referee check. However, Mr Vance said that he never heard back from the school.

There is no evidence to indicate whether the school contacted Dr Paterson for the referee check or whether Dr Paterson gave an adverse oral reference. However, we are satisfied that the evidence plainly establishes that Mr Vance relied on Dr Paterson’s reference, which was misleading by omission of a critical detail, while applying for teaching positions in Victoria. We are also satisfied that Dr Paterson ought to have notified the police of the allegations against Mr Vance and that he failed to do so.

Mr Craig Treloar

Mr Treloar was first employed as a resident master at Knox in 1982. He was later added to the teaching staff and remained on the teaching staff until the time of his arrest for child sexual abuse in February 2009. In 2010, Mr Treloar was convicted of three counts of indecent assault on a person under the age of 16 and one count of inciting a person under the age of 16 to commit an act of gross indecency. The charges of child sexual abuse of students related to his time as a teacher at Knox.
In 1987, Mr Pearson, employed at Knox at that time as an in-house ‘investigator’, reported to Dr Paterson an incident of apparent sexual misconduct by Mr Treloar with a student at Knox. After receiving this report, Dr Paterson met with Mr Treloar and suspended him from teaching for the second half of the following year. Mr Treloar was also removed from the boarding house. Neither Dr Paterson nor Mr Pearson notified the police or the Knox Council. Mr Treloar remained at the school and went on to sexually abuse other boys.

Over the course of 2006, Mr Pearson approached Mr Weeks, who was by then the headmaster of Knox, to discuss concerns he held about teachers during his time at Knox. By August 2007, Mr Pearson informed Mr Weeks that it was clear to him that in about 1987 Mr Treloar had attempted to have a ‘sexual encounter’ with one of the boys at Knox. The only action that Mr Weeks took after Mr Pearson gave him this information was to satisfy himself that Mr Treloar was supposedly being supervised and was not coaching sport. In fact, Mr Treloar coached sporting teams until the time of his arrest in 2009.

We accept Mr Weeks’ acknowledgement that he could have done more to check whether Mr Treloar was still coaching sporting teams between 2007 and Mr Treloar’s arrest in 2009.

**Mr Barrie Stewart**

Mr Stewart was first employed as a teacher in the preparatory school at Knox in 1972 and remained employed in that capacity until 2000. In February 2009, Mr Stewart was arrested and charged with a number of child sexual abuse offences committed while he was a teacher at Knox on students at Knox. In 2011, he was convicted of five counts of indecent assault and two counts of category 4 sexual assault.

By 1992 Dr Paterson was aware of allegations that Mr Stewart had sexually molested a student. In investigating the matter, Dr Paterson accepted that he did not ask Mr Stewart whether he had sexually molested the student and did not notify the police. It is clear that a number of other senior staff members were also aware of the allegation. No action was taken by Dr Paterson or anyone else at the school.

In 1996, Inspector Elizabeth Cullen from NSW Police attended at the school and met with Dr Paterson. Inspector Cullen told Dr Paterson she had received anonymous information about allegations of child sexual abuse against Mr Nisbett, Mr Treloar, Mr Christopher Fotis, Mr Vance and Mr Stewart. Dr Paterson accepted that at the time he met with Inspector Cullen he would have had in his mind:

- the report about Mr Nisbett that Mr Pearson prepared in 1986
- the incident involving Mr Treloar in 1987
- his suspicions about Mr Fotis having assaulted ARN in MacNeil House in 1988 (discussed below)
• the incident involving inappropriate touching and the sexual advance admitted by Mr Vance in 1989
• the information he had received in 1992 about allegations against Mr Stewart.

Dr Paterson did not reveal anything to Inspector Cullen about any of those matters. Instead, he allowed her to have access to files which Dr Paterson knew did not contain any information about those matters.

The ‘balaclava man’ incident

**Assault on ARN**

In November 1988, ARN – a 14-year-old resident of MacNeil House, one of the Knox boarding houses – was sexually assaulted while he was in his bed at MacNeil House. The assault was perpetrated by a person wearing a balaclava and an older style Knox tracksuit. The offender was not apprehended.

No report was ever made to the police about the incident. Dr Timothy Hawkes, who was the housemaster at MacNeil House at the time of the incident, maintained that he believed the police were called. We reject that evidence. We find that both Dr Hawkes and Dr Paterson knew that police had not been called.

We also find that Dr Paterson addressed the boys of MacNeil House shortly after the assault on ARN. During this address he made statements to the boys describing particular characteristics of the ‘balaclava man’. We find that these statements were false to the knowledge of Dr Paterson at the time he made them.

**Identity of the ‘balaclava man’**

There was considerable speculation at the time about the identity of the ‘balaclava man’ and this was explored in the evidence. There were suspicions that it was Mr Fotis, who was a resident master of MacNeil House at the time. However, we consider that there is insufficient evidence to make a finding about the identity of the person involved in that incident.
1 Knox Grammar School

1.1 Establishment and history

Knox Grammar School (Knox) is a prestigious independent boys’ school located in Wahroonga on Sydney’s North Shore in New South Wales. It accepts day boys from kindergarten to year 12 and boarders from year 7 onwards.

Knox was opened by the Presbyterian Church in 1924. It has operated continuously since then.

1.2 Structure and leadership

The school is divided into a senior school (years 7 to 12) and a preparatory school (kindergarten to year 6). At the time of the commencement of the public hearing in February 2015, there were approximately 1,800 students in the senior school and 650 in the preparatory school. As at February 2015, there were 165 boarders.

Dr Ian Paterson was first employed at Knox in 1961 as head of the economics department. In 1969, Dr Paterson became headmaster of Knox and he remained in that position until December 1998. Mr Peter Crawley was the headmaster of Knox between 1999 and 2003. Mr John Weeks has been the headmaster of Knox since 2004.

1.3 Governance

Relationship between the Uniting Church in Australia, the Knox Council and the headmaster

The Uniting Church in Australia was formed in June 1977. From that time, ultimate control of Knox has vested in the Uniting Church, Synod of New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory (the Synod).

On 29 July 1998, the Synod Standing Committee approved the Constitution for Knox, which was current at the time of the public hearing. The Constitution was therefore approved in the final six months of Dr Paterson’s headmastership. Knox provided no clear evidence to the Royal Commission on the formal governance structure of the school before 1998.

The Constitution requires that the management of the school be carried out by a council of 12 to 15 people (the Knox Council), of whom a majority must be members of the Uniting Church. The members of the Knox Council are formally appointed by the Synod Standing Committee.
to those 12 to 15 members, the executive director of the Board of Uniting Mission and Education of the Synod Administration (UME), or UME’s nominee, serves as an ex-officio member of the Knox Council. The Knox Council is responsible for the management and operation of the school. The council is also responsible for appointing the headmaster of Knox.

The headmaster’s responsibilities

The Constitution states that the headmaster ‘is responsible to the Council for the general administration and daily operation of the School and for the implementation of the decisions of the Council’. Beyond this general statement the Constitution does not specify any formal obligations for the headmaster to report to the Knox Council. However, in practice, the headmaster is responsible for the day-to-day operations and governance of the school, including the recruitment and supervision of staff.

There is no formal relationship between the headmaster and the Synod or the UME. However, the Knox Council is required to report to the UME at least quarterly and provide an annual report to the Synod. The Knox Council and headmaster are responsible for ensuring that there are proper practices, policies, training and reporting at Knox. The headmaster is responsible for ensuring that the school complies with the requirements of New South Wales and Commonwealth legislation, including laws relating to child protection. The headmaster is the designated agency head responsible for reporting any allegations of child sexual abuse to the NSW Ombudsman (the Ombudsman). The headmaster and the Knox Council are required to report any event which might result in a claim against the Synod to the Synod’s insurance and risk manager.

While we do not have any clear evidence of the formal obligations of the headmaster before 29 July 1998, Dr Paterson gave evidence about his practice of reporting to the Knox Council at the times that are relevant to this case study. Dr Paterson gave evidence that he would have made decisions about important matters without consulting the Knox Council but that it would have been his practice to inform the council about very serious matters, such as a complaint of teacher misconduct, before taking action. Dr Paterson said he would raise the matter with the council by speaking to the chairman. Dr Paterson also gave evidence that at times his practice was to inform the staff committee for Knox staff about incidents of teacher misconduct. Those incidents would then be reported to the Knox Council.

Dr Paterson accepted that the ultimate responsibility for the welfare of the boys at the school lay with the headmaster and that the parents of the boys at the school placed a significant amount of trust and faith in the headmaster. Dr Paterson also accepted that the role of the headmaster included an obligation to give priority to the welfare of the boys at the school.

Dr Paterson gave evidence that he would assume that his report to the Knox Council of allegations or suspicions about a sexual assault of a student would have been recorded in writing. Dr Paterson was not aware of a practice of the council at the time to omit discussions about sensitive matters from council minutes.
1.4 The boarding houses at Knox

At the times with which this hearing was concerned, there were between four and five boarding houses at Knox. Four were located within the Knox grounds: Gilmore, Gillespie, MacNeil and Ewan houses. Another boarding house, Kooyong House, was located off campus. Over time, the ages of the boys who resided in each house changed. Generally, Gilmore House was a residence for boys in years 7 and 8, Gillespie House was a residence for boys in year 9 and MacNeil House was a residence for boys in year 10. During some periods – in particular, in 1988 – MacNeil House was a residence for boys in years 8 and 9. Ewan House was a residence for the senior boys and Kooyong House also was a residence for the senior boys when it was established in approximately 1990.

The governance of each of the boarding houses at the relevant times was the same. Each house had a housemaster. The housemaster was an employee of the school who usually, if not always, also taught at the school. The housemaster lived at the boarding house and was generally in charge of the house and welfare of the boys who lived in it. The houses were home to the school’s boarders during term and they slept there and ate their meals there. Many of the boarders were from the country and during term they were separated from their parents by long distances.

At the relevant times within each house there were a number of dormitories of varying size. Boys in year 12 had their own rooms.

To assist in supervising the boys who lived at the boarding houses, each house also had a number of resident masters. These men (and at the relevant times they were all men) were employees of the school who lived in their own rooms in the house. In return for free board they would look after the boys. When they were on duty they slept in the house. These men were often, but not always, employed as teachers at the school.
1.5 The regulatory system for non-government schools in New South Wales

Mandatory reporting obligations

Mandatory reporting obligations for teachers,\footnote{32} deputy principals and school principals\footnote{33} at non-government schools\footnote{34} in New South Wales commenced on 18 January 1988 under section 22 of the \emph{Children (Care and Protection) Act 1987} (NSW). Mandatory reporters were required to report to the Director-General of the Department of Youth and Community Services\footnote{35} (Community Services)\footnote{36} if they had ‘reasonable grounds to suspect that a child [had] been sexually assaulted’.\footnote{37}

Therefore, from 18 January 1988, teachers, principals and deputy principals were subject to mandatory reporting requirements.

The \emph{Children (Care and Protection) Act 1987} (NSW) remained in force until 1 September 1996.

The NSW Ombudsman

The Ombudsman’s child protection jurisdiction commenced in May 1999 when the Ombudsman began to oversee the handling of allegations of a child protection nature against employees of government and certain non-government agencies, including schools such as Knox.\footnote{38}

The \emph{Ombudsman Act 1974} (NSW) obliges heads of certain agencies (including school principals\footnote{39}) to notify the Ombudsman of ‘reportable allegations’ and ‘reportable convictions’ against a current employee of an agency such as a school.\footnote{40} A principal may also disclose to the Ombudsman any information that gives the principal reason to believe that ‘reportable conduct’ by an employee has occurred.\footnote{41}

‘Reportable conduct’ includes any ‘sexual offence, or sexual misconduct, committed against, with or in the presence of a child’, any ‘assault, ill-treatment or neglect of a child’ or ‘any behaviour that causes psychological harm to a child’.\footnote{42} A ‘reportable allegation’ is an allegation of reportable conduct against a person or an allegation of misconduct that may involve reportable conduct.\footnote{43} A ‘reportable conviction’ means a conviction of an offence of reportable conduct.\footnote{44}

The principal is required to notify the Ombudsman of any reportable allegations or convictions involving their employees as soon as practicable. In any event, the notification must be made within 30 days of the head of agency becoming aware of the allegation or conviction.\footnote{45}
Part 3A of the Ombudsman Act requires and enables the Ombudsman to:\(^{46}\)

- review and assess notifications concerning reportable allegations or convictions against an employee
- scrutinise agency systems for preventing reportable conduct by employees and for handling and responding to allegations of reportable conduct and convictions
- monitor and oversee agency investigations of reportable conduct
- respond to complaints about inappropriate handling of any reportable allegation or conviction against employees
- conduct direct investigations concerning reportable allegations or convictions or any inappropriate handling of, or response to, a reportable notification or conviction
- conduct audits and education and training activities to improve the understanding of, and responses to, reportable allegations
- report on trends and issues in connection with reportable conduct matters.

The scheme under the Ombudsman Act complements the Working With Children Check system. Under section 35 of the *Child Protection (Working with Children) Act 2012* (NSW) a reporting body must notify the New South Wales Office of the Children’s Guardian of findings of misconduct in relation to:

- sexual misconduct committed against, with or in the presence of a child, including grooming of a child
- any serious physical assault of a child.\(^ {47}\)

In determining whether appropriate action has been taken in response to a reportable allegation, the Ombudsman will check to see if the relevant misconduct findings have been notified to the Children’s Guardian.\(^ {48}\)

**The Association of Independent Schools**

The Association of Independent Schools of NSW (the Association of Independent Schools) is the peak body representing the independent schools sector in New South Wales.\(^ {49}\) All independent schools in New South Wales are registered by the Board of Studies, Teaching and Educational Standards NSW (BOSTES) and must comply with a wide range of strict educational and other regulatory requirements in order to maintain their status as a registered school.\(^ {50}\)

The Association of Independent Schools provides a wide range of educational and related services to its member schools, including advice and support in relation to a school’s mandatory reporting obligations and its obligations under the Ombudsman Act and the *Child Protection (Working with Children) Act 2012*.\(^ {51}\)

At all relevant times Knox has been a member of the Association of Independent Schools.\(^ {52}\) Knox is registered, approved and accredited by BOSTES.\(^ {53}\)
2 The experiences of former students at Knox

Twelve former students gave evidence at the public hearing of their experiences at Knox. The father of one former student and the mother of another former student also gave evidence. The 12 former students were:

- ARY
- Mr Matthew O’Neal
- ARG
- Mr Guy Lamond
- Mr Coryn Tambling
- Mr Adrian Steer
- ASG
- Mr Scot Ashton
- ATN
- ARQ
- ATQ
- Mr Angus Ollerenshaw.

The parents who gave evidence were:

- Dr John Rentoul, whose son, David, attended Knox
- ATU, whose son attended Knox.

The experiences of those who gave evidence are discussed below.

2.1 ARY

ARY started at Knox in year 2 in 1969 and moved into year 7 in 1974. He gave evidence that Mr Barrie Stewart was notorious amongst the students for being a ‘toucher’ of young boys. ARY gave evidence that another Knox teacher, Mr Roger James, befriended him and his father and took them out to dinner.

Later Mr James organised for ARY and a group of four or five other boys to attend a canoeing trip as part of the cadet activities. On one occasion during that trip, Mr James and ARY stayed in ARY’s parents’ house. After the lights were turned out, Mr James came over to ARY, reached under the covers, slipped his hand down the front of ARY’s pyjama shorts and began to fondle his genitals. Mr James did this for a few minutes. Later, when ARY was in year 10, Mr James invited him into his office on a number of occasions. After conversation, Mr James put his hand on ARY’s genitals and groped him.

ARY did not disclose the abuse while he was a student at Knox.
In early 2009, ARY heard a news report about sexual abuse allegations at a school in Wahroonga. After seeing this, ARY felt he had built up the courage to report the abuse by Mr James to police. On 25 February 2009, ARY made a complaint against Mr James at Hornsby Police Station.

Mr James was charged in relation to offences committed against ARY. Mr James pleaded guilty and was sentenced to a term of imprisonment.

2.2 Mr Matthew O’Neal

Mr O’Neal started at Knox in 1976, when he was eight years old. One of his teachers was Mr Stewart. Mr O’Neal’s evidence was that Mr Stewart started to bring back unusual lollies from overseas trips and give them to Mr O’Neal. On occasion he took Mr O’Neal driving in his new car and out to restaurants.

On one occasion, when Mr O’Neal was about 11, Mr Stewart invited Mr O’Neal to his house at Whale Beach on the Northern Beaches of New South Wales. When Mr O’Neal was trying to get dressed for the beach, Mr Stewart walked over to him and began tickling him and putting his hands all over him, including inside his swimmers. They then drove down to Whale Beach. At the beach Mr Stewart put his hand inside Mr O’Neal’s swimmers and touched his scrotum and penis and moved his fingers around. Mr Stewart tried to get Mr O’Neal to do the same to him. Mr O’Neal’s evidence was that Mr Stewart tried to put Mr O’Neal’s hands down Mr Stewart’s pants.

Mr O’Neal did not disclose the abuse while he was a student at Knox. In February 2009, Mr O’Neal reported the abuse at Bathurst Police Station after seeing Mr Stewart on television in relation to child sexual offences. He gave a statement to police in June or July 2009. Mr Stewart was charged with child sexual offences in relation to Mr O’Neal and pleaded guilty to those charges. Mr Stewart was given a suspended sentence.

2.3 ARG

ARG was a student at the Knox preparatory school from year 2 in 1978. ARG gave evidence that one day in 1981, when he was in year 5 and about 10 years old, his art teacher Mr Bruce Barratt told him to stay back after class. Mr Barratt took ARG to the storeroom, pushed the door half closed and purported to tuck ARG’s shirt in for him. While doing this, Mr Barratt put his hands down the front of ARG’s shorts, down underneath his scrotum, and fondled ARG’s testicles and penis. ARG remembers feeling shocked, knowing it was wrong and telling Mr Barratt ‘no’. ARG did not tell anyone about the abuse because he thought he would not be believed and would get into trouble. He was never abused by Mr Barratt again. Mr Barratt died in February 1984.

ARG also gave evidence that, when he started in the Knox senior school in 1984, his year 8 master was Mr Adrian Nisbett, a teacher employed by Knox between 1971 and 2004. During class one day ARG was sent outside for misbehaving. Mr Nisbett told ARG to come with him to his office and spoke
to ARG about his behaviour. While he was in Mr Nisbett’s office, ARG had a spontaneous erection. Mr Nisbett saw the erection and told ARG, ‘I know how to fix that, undo your pants’. Mr Nisbett pulled ARG’s shorts and underpants down to his ankles, took hold of ARG’s penis and started to pull it and stroke it. Mr Nisbett then grabbed his Polaroid camera, told ARG to pull up his shirt and took a photo of ARG. Mr Nisbett told ARG that ‘it was our little secret’. After this incident, ARG tried to avoid Mr Nisbett, but in 1985 he found that Mr Nisbett would be his year 9 master. ARG’s performance at school suffered as a result of his abuse. In 1985 ARG’s parents had a meeting with the headmaster, Dr Paterson. Dr Paterson told ARG’s parents that ARG should leave Knox, which he did.

ARG did not disclose the abuse while he was a student at Knox.

In 2009, ARG saw on the television that Mr Stewart had been arrested and charged in relation to child sex offences at Knox. On 6 March 2009, ARG went to Hornsby Police Station and made a statement.

ARG gave evidence in committal proceedings against Mr Nisbett in relation to this abuse.61

In 2012, ARG commenced civil proceedings against Knox and the Uniting Church in Australia. The proceedings were settled for a sum of $200,000, but ARG had to pay $110,000 in legal fees.62

### 2.4 Mr Guy Lamond

Mr Lamond started at Knox in 1980 at the age of six.63 He attended Knox until he completed school in year 12. Mr Lamond gave evidence that Mr Stewart, a teacher in the preparatory school, would often tickle him. During the tickling Mr Stewart began to put his hands inside Mr Lamond’s shorts and underwear and would stroke and cup his genitals. Mr Lamond says that on other occasions, while he and other boys were getting changed for physical education classes, Mr Stewart would approach a number of the boys while they were naked and attempt to tickle them and touch them.

Mr Lamond gave evidence about a particular incident at Camp Knox when he was in year 5. At the camp Mr Stewart sat next to him and began rubbing Mr Lamond’s penis and then started masturbating him. He did this for about a minute. On other occasions, Mr Stewart asked Mr Lamond if he would go with him to his house on the Northern Beaches for the weekend.

Mr Lamond also gave evidence that a teacher at Knox at the time, Mr Craig Treloar, invited him and other boys into his room and showed them a pornographic video. The video contained graphic images of older boys performing oral sex on younger boys and older males having anal sex with young boys. Mr Lamond gave evidence that Mr Treloar persuaded Mr Lamond to masturbate him and at one point Mr Treloar asked Mr Lamond to suck his penis. Mr Lamond said that on one occasion Mr Treloar took a video of him while he was naked and that Mr Treloar encouraged him to play with his genitals while he was taking that video.64
Mr Lamond did not disclose the abuse by Mr Treloar to anyone until December 2008, when he told his wife, Renee, who that same day discovered that Mr Treloar was still teaching at Knox. She encouraged Mr Lamond to report the abuse to the police.65

On 8 January 2009, Mr Lamond went to Hornsby Police Station and reported the abuse by both Mr Stewart and Mr Treloar.66 Mr Lamond was the first person to report sexual abuse at Knox to police. Following Mr Lamond’s report, Strike Force Arika was established to investigate allegations of historical child sex offences at Knox.

Mr Treloar and Mr Stewart were both charged and convicted of child sex offences in relation to Mr Lamond.

### 2.5 Mr Coryn Tambling

Mr Tambling started at Knox in 1983 as a boarder in year 7.67 He was 13 years old. Mr Tambling gave evidence that in 1984 Mr Treloar would often take him and other boys on special outings on the weekends and would buy the boys sweets, soft drinks and junk food.

Later in 1984, Mr Treloar took Mr Tambling to a local video shop and rented some videos. He then took Mr Tambling back to his room to watch them. The videos contained heterosexual pornography, images of men and women having sex with a variety of animals, homosexual pornography and pornography showing teenage boys performing oral and anal sex. Mr Tambling gave evidence that he thought that the boys in the videos were about his age at the time (13 years old). While Mr Treloar was showing Mr Tambling the videos, Mr Treloar said words to the effect that it was okay to be homosexual and that Mr Tambling could secure a part in a pornographic movie with Mr Treloar’s assistance. After watching the videos, Mr Treloar asked Mr Tambling to perform oral sex on him. Mr Tambling pulled away from Mr Treloar and said to him, ‘this is wrong, I am not going to do this’.68

Mr Tambling also gave evidence that in 1986 Mr Nisbett invited Mr Tambling to his photographic darkroom to show Mr Tambling photos. While Mr Nisbett was showing Mr Tambling the photos, Mr Nisbett pushed up against Mr Tambling and pinned him to the wall with his bottom and rubbed his bottom up and down Mr Tambling’s genital area.69

Mr Tambling did not disclose the abuse by Mr Treloar or Mr Nisbett while he was a student at Knox.

Mr Tambling gave evidence that he was involved in the criminal investigations and prosecutions of Mr Treloar and Mr Nisbett.70
2.6 Mr Adrian Steer

Mr Steer started at Knox in 1980 in year 5. Mr Steer gave evidence that a resident master in his boarding house in 1985 was a teacher named Mr Damien Vance. Mr Steer said that Mr Vance would allow him and other boys to smoke with him in the storeroom. Mr Steer also gave evidence that on one occasion Mr Vance told Mr Steer that another student, ATR, came into Mr Vance’s room because he had a headache. Mr Vance noticed that he had an erection, so he ‘sucked him off’.

Mr Steer gave evidence that the following year he was at a different boarding house where Mr Nisbett was a resident master. Mr Steer said that on one occasion Mr Nisbett invited him into his darkroom. He said that Mr Nisbett’s elbow came into contact with his groin area and Mr Nisbett rubbed it up and down in a circular fashion. Mr Steer gave evidence that after that incident he would lie awake at night in the boarding house fearful that Mr Nisbett might come and get him while he was asleep. Mr Steer was removed from the boarding house in year 11 for misbehaviour.

In 2004, Mr Steer was contacted by Mr Grahame Wilson, an independent investigator engaged by the school to investigate allegations against Mr Nisbett. Mr Wilson asked Mr Steer if he had, at the time, disclosed his experience with Mr Nisbett to Mr Stuart Pearson, a General Duties Master at Knox who was responsible for discipline at the school. Mr Steer could not recall informing Mr Pearson about the abuse by Mr Nisbett, but he could not exclude the possibility that he may have done so. According to a file note authored by Mr Wilson and dated 23 March 2004, Mr Pearson informed Mr Wilson that Mr Steer had told him that he did not like the way Mr Nisbett ‘looked at him’.

Mr Nisbett was charged and convicted in relation to offences committed against Mr Steer.

2.7 ASG

ASG started as a student at Knox in 1985, aged 12. ASG was also a boarder. He gave evidence that on most weekends the housemasters and resident masters on duty would get together in one of the resident master’s rooms to drink, smoke and socialise. ASG was invited to join them. At times it would just be ASG; at other times there would be other students. ASG was given cigarettes and alcohol and shown pornographic videos that initially involved heterosexual and homosexual sex but which escalated to paedophilia and bestiality.

ASG gave evidence that the resident masters who were involved in these sessions included Mr Stewart, Mr Vance, Mr Treloar, Mr Nisbett and others. There were also other masters who were on duty at the time but who did not attend. ASG gave evidence that he was sexually abused for the first time in year 7 by Mr Vance and Mr Treloar, in their rooms, and then continuously throughout years 7, 8, 9 and 10. ASG recalls that often Mr Vance or Mr Treloar would wake ASG up at night and tell him to come to their rooms.

ASG did not disclose the abuse while he was a student at Knox.

Mr Treloar was charged in relation to offences committed against ASG but was acquitted at trial.
2.8  Mr Scot Ashton

Mr Ashton started at Knox in 1980 as a year 5 student in the preparatory school. He was nine years old. Mr Ashton gave evidence that in his first year as a student Mr Stewart tucked in Mr Ashton’s shirt in the school playground. While he was doing this he cupped his hand over Mr Ashton’s genitals and pressed them. On another occasion Mr Stewart slipped his finger between Mr Ashton’s buttocks and inserted his finger into Mr Ashton’s rectum. Mr Stewart molested Mr Ashton on other occasions, including at a musical rehearsal. Mr Ashton also gave evidence that another teacher, Mr Barratt, chased him and pulled down Mr Ashton’s shorts and stroked his penis. Mr Ashton left Knox in year 10.

Mr Ashton gave evidence that before he left Knox he had a conversation with Dr Paterson and told him that he thought it was ‘compulsory to be gay’ at the school. Mr Ashton did not otherwise disclose the abuse by Mr Stewart or Mr Barratt while he was a student at Knox.

Mr Ashton gave evidence at the committal proceedings against Mr Nisbett and Mr Stewart.

2.9  ATN

ATN did not give evidence in person, but he provided a statement to the Royal Commission. ATN was a student at Knox from 1982, when he was in year 5. In year 5 he participated in a school trip to New Zealand which was led by Mr Stewart and another teacher. ATN gave evidence that Mr Stewart was a very ‘touchy-feely’ person who was always looking for a chance to grope and touch the students. ATN said Mr Stewart did this continually throughout the trip.

ATN also gave evidence that in 1988, when he was 11, ATN participated in a school play which required him to cry. ATN gave evidence that during one of the practice sessions Mr Stewart and Mr Barratt took ATN into the art room and said, ‘This will teach you how to cry’, and then sexually abused ATN.

ATN did not disclose the abuse while he was a student at Knox.

2.10  ARQ

ARQ did not give evidence in person, but he provided a statement to the Royal Commission. ARQ was a student at Knox from 1980, when he was in year 5.

ARQ gave evidence that, when he was a boarder in Gilmore House, one of the resident masters, ARB, placed his hand on ARQ’s chest and started moving his hand down towards the lower torso to the top of the elastic of his pyjama pants. ARQ then reacted quite loudly. ARB pulled ARQ from
the top of the bunk bed, smacked him and sent him to the corridor. In the corridor, ARB began to forcefully tuck ARQ’s pyjama top into his pyjama pants and then asked, ‘Why are you wearing underpants to bed … wearing underpants to bed is not done’. ARQ was then instructed to remove his underpants. ARB then proceeded to tuck in ARQ’s pyjamas and touched ARQ’s penis and testicles and his hand remained there for a prolonged period.

ARQ also gave evidence that on numerous occasions he was shown pornographic movies in Mr Treloar’s room. On another occasion, Mr Nisbett invited ARQ to see some rugby photos of ARQ’s brother. When ARQ went into Mr Nisbett’s office, he was taken into the darkroom, where Mr Nisbett pressed his elbow directly onto ARQ’s groin. ARQ said it remained there for quite some time.

ARQ did not disclose the abuse while he was a student at Knox.

ARQ commenced civil proceedings against Knox in 2014. The proceedings were settled in December 2014.

2.11 ATQ

ATQ started at Knox as a boarding student in year 7 in 1995, when he was 12 years old, and finished at Knox in 2000.

ATQ gave evidence that in 2000 he was summoned to Mr Nisbett’s office to discuss a difficulty he had with another student, who was propositioning him. During that discussion, Mr Nisbett asked ATQ personal questions and ATQ revealed to Mr Nisbett that he was homosexual. During that conversation, ATQ said that Mr Nisbett asked him to come down to the boarding house of which he was a resident master and that he should do so on the weekend, when there would be no other boys there. ATQ gave evidence that he felt uncomfortable at this point and quickly left Mr Nisbett’s office. ATQ gave evidence that following this meeting with Mr Nisbett he gave a written account of his meeting with Mr Nisbett to two members of staff.

ATQ also gave evidence that, when he was about 16 years old and while he was still a student at Knox, a resident master named Mr Nick Williams propositioned him. ATQ said that he then commenced a sexual relationship with Mr Williams and that the relationship lasted for three years. For two of those years ATQ was a student at Knox. ATQ did not disclose the abuse at the time. However, ATQ gave evidence that he approached one of the resident masters in Gillespie House around this time and said that Knox ‘is a paedophile ring’, but nothing was done in response.
2.12 Mr Angus Ollerenshaw

Mr Ollerenshaw was a student at Knox from 2002, when he was in year 5.  

Mr Ollerenshaw gave evidence that on numerous occasions Mr Treloar would ‘reward’ him by giving him a ginger beer. On one occasion, Mr Treloar invited Mr Ollerenshaw and another student to his classroom to receive a CD of Mr Treloar’s photos from a trip to Egypt. On this occasion, Mr Treloar gave Mr Ollerenshaw and his friend a ginger beer and tucked in Mr Ollerenshaw’s shirt. While Mr Treloar was doing this he put his hand inside Mr Ollerenshaw’s underpants and touched his bottom.

Mr Ollerenshaw also gave evidence that when he was in year 6 Mr Treloar took Mr Ollerenshaw into his classroom, where the windows were blacked out. Mr Treloar gave Mr Ollerenshaw a ginger beer and said to him ‘I’ll show you mine if you show me yours’. Mr Treloar ran his hand down Mr Ollerenshaw’s pants and touched him inside his underwear. Mr Treloar took off Mr Ollerenshaw’s pants and touched himself while looking at Mr Ollerenshaw’s penis. Mr Treloar then moved behind Mr Ollerenshaw and ‘put something inside’ him, which Mr Ollerenshaw thinks was Mr Treloar’s finger. Mr Ollerenshaw started crying and left Mr Treloar’s room. Another teacher was in the hallway and asked Mr Ollerenshaw what was wrong, at which point Mr Ollerenshaw ran off. In an interview with police in 2009, Mr Ollerenshaw stated that he noticed blood coming out of his anus after the incident.

Mr Ollerenshaw did not disclose the abuse while a student at Knox.

In documents produced to the Royal Commission under a notice to produce, it is evident that Mr Ollerenshaw reported his allegations to the police in 2009.

2.13 Dr John Rentoul

Dr Rentoul started teaching at Knox in 1969 and left in 1981 to take up a position at a school in New Zealand. At the time he left he was assistant headmaster. Dr Rentoul’s son, David, started at Knox in year 4 in 1976 and remained there until the Rentoul family left for New Zealand in 1981.

Dr Rentoul gave evidence that on occasion David’s class teacher, Mr Stewart, would drive David home. Mr Stewart lived close to the Rentouls’ family home. During 1979 Mr Stewart also taught David piano. The lessons occurred either at Mr Stewart’s house or at the Rentouls’ house. Dr Rentoul gave evidence that he and his wife became friends with Mr Stewart and would often socialise with him outside of school.

In a police statement from 2009, Mr David Rentoul described how Mr Stewart sexually abused him in his car and during piano lessons. He did not disclose the abuse while he was a student at Knox.
Dr Rentoul and his wife knew nothing of David’s abuse until February 2009, when David was subpoenaed to give evidence at Mr Stewart’s criminal trial. Dr Rentoul gave evidence to the Royal Commission that after David received the subpoena his physical, emotional and mental health deteriorated. David was not well enough to attend Mr Stewart’s criminal trial but provided a statement to the court. Mr Stewart pleaded guilty to sexually abusing David.

Mr Stewart received a two-year suspended sentence.

Mr David Rentoul died in August 2012 from an acute bilateral lung infection. Dr Rentoul gave evidence that he believed that the sexual abuse David suffered at Knox and the subsequent ‘stress, guilt [and] post-traumatic stress disorder and anxiety disorder’ directly contributed to his son’s premature death in 2012.

2.14 ATU

ATU is the mother of a former student who attended Knox from 2002, when he was in year 5 and aged 10. In around 2006, ATU’s son disclosed to his parents that when he was in year 5 at Knox he was sexually abused by Mr Treloar. ATU gave evidence about the impact that the abuse has had upon her son and their family.

2.15 Dr Paterson’s knowledge about complaints of child sexual abuse

At paragraph 18 of his written statement to the Royal Commission, Dr Paterson states:

During my time as Headmaster, one instance of potential child abuse that came to my attention was in or about 1990 when the Head of the Preparatory School, Michael Jenkinson, contacted the NSW police about a man giving undue attention to preparatory boys after school in the street and this was subsequently managed by the NSW police. I also dismissed a teacher for child sexual abuse in 1989, that being, Damien Vance, of which details are provided later in this statement.

Dr Paterson adhered to this statement at the outset of his oral evidence.

It will become clear from the evidence of the public hearing and findings of this report that the evidence Dr Paterson gave in paragraph 18 of his statement, which he adhered to at the outset of his oral evidence, was wrong.

Dr Paterson gave evidence that he maintained a black folder which contained documents relating to reports on incidents involving boys that had occurred at the school or outside the school – for
Dr Paterson said that he could not recall the folder containing documents about teachers, although he also said that the files maintained in respect of teachers would not record allegations of child sexual abuse made against them. Dr Paterson accepted that the black folder, the student files and the teacher files did not contain any documentary records of allegations of child sexual abuse. Dr Paterson also accepted that in December 1998, at the time he left his position as headmaster, he knew that those records were not maintained.

Mr Crawley gave evidence that before he commenced as headmaster he had a handover meeting with Dr Paterson. At that meeting Dr Paterson informed him about the black folder and advised him that, if anything awkward or embarrassing arose, the file would provide all the necessary details. Mr Crawley said that he understood that Dr Paterson was referring to incidents ranging from poor staff behaviour to child sexual abuse. Mr Crawley said that he searched through the contents of the black folder within the first week of commencing as headmaster. Inside the folder he found a mixture of handwritten material that contained names but no details. Mr Crawley said that there was nothing to indicate whether the names were of staff or students and no information about the incidents or the consequences. He described the folder as nothing that he expected in terms of an appropriate file to record incidents of concern or significance.
3 Knox’s awareness of allegations; criminal convictions of teachers

In 2009, a number of former students of Knox came forward to NSW Police to report allegations of sexual abuse by several different teachers employed by Knox between 1970 and 2009. One of the teachers against whom allegations were made was still employed by Knox in 2009 and had been employed since 1982.

On 8 January 2009, Mr Lamond went to Hornsby Police Station and reported his sexual abuse by two teachers at Knox. Mr Lamond was the first person to report sexual abuse at Knox to police. Following Mr Lamond’s report, Strike Force Arika was established to investigate allegations of historical child sex offences at Knox. Strike Force Arika ran from February 2009 until December 2011 and was widely reported in the Sydney media. Strike Force Arika saw charges laid against five teachers from Knox:

- Mr James
- Mr Nisbett
- Mr Vance
- Mr Treloar
- Mr Stewart.

Subsequently all five teachers were convicted of child sex offences against Knox students, as discussed below.

3.1 Mr Roger James

Employment at Knox

Mr James was employed at Knox as a science teacher in 1974. During his time at the school, Mr James was involved in the establishment of the school camp ground, Camp Knox, which was located on land west of Brooklyn on the Hawkesbury River in New South Wales. Camp Knox was in a remote location where there was little supervision.

ARY gave evidence that between 1976 and 1977 Mr James sexually abused him while he attended cadet camp.

Mr James left Knox in September 1977.

Arrest, charges and conviction

On 29 April 2009, Mr James was arrested, interviewed and charged by NSW Police with assault and an act of indecency in relation to ARY.
In November 2009, Mr James pleaded guilty to two counts of assaulting ARY and committing an act of indecency. Mr James was convicted and received a 12-month suspended sentence.

**Knox’s awareness of and response to abuse**

**Dr Paterson’s concerns about Mr James**

By July 1975, Dr Paterson had a concern that Mr James had become ‘too close to boys in a counselling sense’. He gave evidence that this concern was brought to his attention by other senior staff members at Knox. Dr Paterson defined the concern to mean that Mr James was spending undue time alone with boys and discussing their problems.

Dr Paterson wrote to Mr James on 8 July 1975 advising him that he was not to arrange or in any way be responsible for any activity at Camp Knox. He made reference to ‘problems that have occurred before’. Dr Paterson gave evidence that the reason he sent the letter was that, if Mr James went away with boys to Camp Knox, it was very likely that there would be occasions when he would be alone with boys and that was a matter of concern to Dr Paterson. When Dr Paterson was asked whether it was his custom not to record in letters to staff particulars about concerns that he had about them, he said that he was a very sparse note-taker.

In August 1977, Dr Paterson again wrote to Mr James noting the apparent lack of organisation in his classroom and suggesting that, unless the problems were rectified, the Knox environment may not be a suitable one for Mr James. This letter did not refer to the concerns about Mr James’ relationships with boys that Dr Paterson raised in July 1975. Mr James resigned shortly after receiving the letter.

**Mr James’ resignation and Dr Paterson’s reference**

On 12 September 1977, Mr James notified Dr Paterson by letter of his resignation and his intention to move to New Zealand and teach at a school there. Mr James asked Dr Paterson to give him a reference so that he could forward a copy to the school in New Zealand. Dr Paterson gave Mr James the reference he requested. The reference included the following statement:

Mr James is an enthusiast who is ever ready to offer his services in a great range of activities. He devotes himself fully to the activity of the moment and manages to involve boys in leadership roles. He coaches ‘A’ teams in cricket and rugby; he has run camps at Camp Knox and, indeed, had a large hand in initiating our establishment and use of this camp; he organised rugby referees and the winter sport programs; and he assists at once with any sporting activity requiring referees, time-keepers, starters or judges.
Dr Paterson’s reference made positive statements about Mr James, including about his performance of duties in relation to Camp Knox.\textsuperscript{133} Dr Paterson did this despite having formed the view that Mr James was an inappropriate person to be involved in Camp Knox because of concerns about the nature of his relationships with boys.\textsuperscript{134} Dr Paterson accepted that when he wrote this reference he did not give consideration to the welfare of the students who might fall under Mr James’ care at the New Zealand school and that on reflection he should have given consideration to that matter.\textsuperscript{135}

We are satisfied that the reference that Dr Paterson prepared was misleading in that it suggested that Mr James was a person who was suitable to be involved in running school camps. This was not consistent with Dr Paterson’s evidence that in his view Mr James was not suitable to be involved in running school camps because of concerns held about his spending undue time alone with boys.

### 3.2 Mr Adrian Nisbett

**Employment at Knox**

Mr Nisbett was first employed as a part-time English and history teacher at Knox in around 1971. He was a boarding housemaster between 1978 and 1986. By 1992, Mr Nisbett was a senior teacher and he was near the top of the gradation of seniority at Knox.\textsuperscript{136} Between 1999 and 2004, Mr Nisbett held the position of Director of Students. One of the responsibilities of the Director of Students was being a primary contact for reports of child sexual abuse against staff members.\textsuperscript{137}

Mr Nisbett remained employed as a teacher until 2004, when the then headmaster, Mr Weeks, asked him to resign after an independent investigation. The investigation, carried out by Mr Wilson, concerned allegations against Mr Nisbett of impropriety involving Knox students during the 1980s. The investigation sustained allegations of sexual abuse against Mr Nisbett. This is discussed below.

ARQ, ARG and Mr Steer gave evidence that they were sexually abused by Mr Nisbett.

**Arrest, charges and conviction**

On 24 February 2009, police arrested Mr Nisbett, interviewed him and charged him with child sex offences while he was a teacher at Knox.\textsuperscript{138}

On 15 October 2010, Mr Nisbett pleaded guilty to two counts of category 4 sexual assault, being the commission of an act of indecency on a person under the age of 16 and under his authority. A further offence of indecent assault against another student at Knox was taken into account at sentencing. The charges related to three different students, one of whom was Mr Steer. Mr Nisbett was convicted and received a suspended sentence.\textsuperscript{139}
Knox’s awareness of and response to abuse

Rumours of Mr Nisbett’s misconduct

By 1984, Mr Nisbett was the housemaster of Ewan House, one of the boarding houses for senior boys at the school. Dr Paterson had heard some rumours from boys about Mr Nisbett’s inappropriate touching behaviour. The incidents included Mr Nisbett putting his hands on a student’s bottom as he climbed a ladder and Mr Nisbett inviting a student into his room to get changed into his sports gear. When Dr Paterson was asked whether he was aware of other rumours of inappropriate touching by Mr Nisbett, he said, ‘probably, but I don’t recall’.

In addition to these matters, in 1984 Dr Paterson also became aware of an incident in Mr Nisbett’s darkroom involving Mr Nisbett and a boy.

Dr Paterson did not make any notes about what he had been told about the allegations against Mr Nisbett other than in 1986, when Dr Paterson wrote to a staff member, Mr Martin Gooding, who was in England at the time. In the letter Dr Paterson referred to at least one incident of inappropriate touching by Mr Nisbett.

There is no evidence that Dr Paterson spoke to Mr Nisbett about the rumours of his inappropriate touching behaviour.

Mr Stuart Pearson’s investigation and report in 1986

Mr Pearson, a former policeman, was employed as the General Duties Master at Knox between January 1982 and approximately term 3 of 1990. As General Duties Master, Mr Pearson was the school’s disciplinarian and was responsible for the good order and discipline of the school. During the course of his employment, Mr Pearson’s role evolved into one where he received complaints from students about other students or staff and investigated staff who may pose a threat to the boys or the school. Mr Pearson reported directly to Dr Paterson. His practice was to brief Dr Paterson on any serious incident that came to his attention and seek his permission to investigate the matter.

Mr Pearson gave evidence that at some stage between 1986 and 1988 a former student of Knox, ARO, approached him and alleged that he was sexually abused by Mr Nisbett in Mr Nisbett’s photography darkroom when he was in year 11 or 12. Mr Pearson said that this information led him to approach Dr Paterson.

Report of Case Study No. 23
Dr Paterson gave evidence that Mr Pearson informed him that rumours about Mr Nisbett were rife and that he asked Mr Pearson to investigate. Dr Paterson accepted that he was aware of rumours of inappropriate touching by Mr Nisbett even before Mr Pearson approached him and that is what prompted him to ask Mr Pearson to investigate.

Mr Pearson conducted an investigation towards the end of 1986. He gave Dr Paterson a typed report which revealed a number of serious allegations against Mr Nisbett. The report referred to at least two incidents involving inappropriate touching by Mr Nisbett, one of which occurred in Mr Nisbett’s darkroom. There were also allegations that he had shown pornography to students, invited boys to his residence at Ewan House and given them alcohol and cigarettes. The report identified that Mr Nisbett targeted athletic 13- to 15-year-old boys. Mr Pearson recommended that Mr Nisbett be removed from all roles except his teaching role.

Dr Paterson accepted in his evidence that the report that Mr Pearson prepared, which Dr Paterson acknowledged he received, at a minimum raised allegations about Mr Nisbett indecently assaulting students and giving alcohol and cigarettes to the boys. The matters raised in the report caused Dr Paterson to remove Mr Nisbett from Ewan House, which reflected his view that Mr Nisbett should not be in the boarding house. Dr Paterson said that the ‘direct reason’ Mr Nisbett was removed from the boarding house was that he offered the boys alcohol and cigarettes; it had ‘nothing to do with the other inappropriate touching at all’. At the public hearing the following exchange took place:

Q: I will ask it again. Was the offering of alcohol and cigarettes, to your mind, a more serious matter than the fact that there were allegations of him inappropriately touching boys?

A: At the time, yes.

The original written report that Mr Pearson gave to Dr Paterson was not produced to the Royal Commission. Mr Pearson said that he did not make a copy of the report because he was told not to make copies. Dr Paterson says that he put the report into Mr Nisbett’s file.

There is evidence that the report has been missing since at least 2004. Dr Paterson said that he was aware that the report was missing. There is no evidence about how or why the report is missing.

In response to the report, Dr Paterson did not give any written warning to Mr Nisbett and said it was unlikely he reported the matter to the Knox Council, the police or Community Services. Instead, on 16 December 1986, he wrote to Mr Nisbett noting that Mr Nisbett had left Ewan House and retired as housemaster. The letter also said that Mr Nisbett would be put in a position where he was a ‘backup’ to Dr Paterson in administrative matters so that he could continue to earn the allowances he was currently receiving. Dr Paterson concluded the letter by thanking Mr Nisbett ‘for much good work again this year’. Dr Paterson accepted that this letter, which did not contain any mention of any disciplinary action, was his only documented response to Mr Pearson’s investigation report.
The correspondence between Dr Paterson and Mr Nisbett about Mr Nisbett’s removal from Ewan House omitted any reference to the true reason for his removal: the serious matters raised in Mr Pearson’s report. Dr Paterson agreed that the letter he wrote to Mr Nisbett at this time was misleading because it omitted the true reason for Mr Nisbett leaving the boarding house.\footnote{170}

Further, Dr Paterson accepted that the letter he sent to Mr Nisbett contained no reference to the Pearson report. Dr Paterson accepted that it was a failure on his part that another letter was not written to Mr Nisbett, to be stored in Mr Nisbett’s file, about the Pearson report and the matters contained in it.\footnote{171} We find that Dr Paterson failed to record the true reason for Mr Nisbett’s removal from Ewan House in 1986.

Mr Nisbett replied on 29 December 1986 thanking Dr Paterson for his generosity and his confidence in him and accepting the proposal ‘with pleasure’.\footnote{172} In response to the suggestion that Mr Nisbett be a backup to Dr Paterson in administrative matters, Mr Nisbett said, ‘Yes, please! Don’t forget this one! I want to remain near the centre of things, and fully involved’.\footnote{173}

Mr Nisbett remained employed at Knox until 2004.

Dr Paterson said that it was unlikely that he reported the matter to the Knox Council.\footnote{174} Dr Paterson said that boarding house matters were rarely reported to the council, although he was not sure why this procedure existed when similar matters which concerned the day school, including staffing changes, were reported to the Knox Council.\footnote{175}

We find that Dr Paterson ought to have informed the Knox Council of the allegation about Mr Nisbett and the reason for his removal from Ewan House and he failed to do so.

**Mr Nisbett resumes boarding responsibilities**

In 1990, Knox acquired a property known as Kooyong House and established it as a boarding house for senior boys. Mr Nisbett was permitted to live near Kooyong House close to where the boys resided.\footnote{176} Mr Nisbett’s role included performing relief duties for the resident masters at Kooyong House. This gave Mr Nisbett opportunities to be alone with the boys.\footnote{177} Dr Paterson agreed that Mr Nisbett had not undertaken any counselling between 1986 and 1990 and there was no relevant change to his suitability as a house or resident master between 1986 (when Dr Paterson removed him from the boarding environment) and 1990.\footnote{178} When Counsel Assisting asked about this, there was the following exchange:\footnote{179}

**Q:** What, to your mind, had changed about Mr Nisbett, in terms of his suitability to be a resident master by 1990?

**A:** The fact that he had been found out in the actions that he was taking with boys at Ewan House; the man was a highly intellectual professional and I thought that he would have learnt his lesson and never done that again, and, in fact, I said to him when I appointed him, ‘I hope you are careful with your touching habits with boys.’
We are satisfied that Dr Paterson permitted Mr Nisbett to occupy a position in the boarding environment where he resided near Kooyong House in 1990 even though Dr Paterson had learned of the conclusions in Mr Pearson’s report in 1986.

**Investigations by Mr Wilson and the Ombudsman**

Mr Crawley was the headmaster of Knox between 1999 and 2003. In November 2003, the mother of ASA, a former student, notified the school of an allegation of inappropriate conduct between ASA and Mr Nisbett which occurred in 2002, when ASA was in year 10.180

Mr Crawley engaged an independent investigator, Mr Wilson, to investigate the allegation of inappropriate conduct against Mr Nisbett.181 Mr Crawley notified the matter to the Ombudsman182 and the investigation of the allegations was carried out under the Ombudsman’s supervision, as was permitted by section 25E of the *Ombudsman Act 1974* (NSW).183 Knox also sought advice from the Association of Independent Schools.184

Mr Wilson delivered his report in December 2003. He found that Mr Nisbett’s conduct in taking ASA to his home for dinner may amount to a breach by Mr Nisbett of the requirements of professional behaviour or judgment. The report found that the conduct required disciplinary action.185 Mr Crawley gave Mr Nisbett an official warning.186 The Ombudsman was notified of the findings and given a copy of Mr Wilson’s report.187

At the beginning of 2004, Mr Weeks succeeded Mr Crawley as the headmaster of Knox. Mr Weeks gave evidence that he was concerned about the contents of Mr Wilson’s report and had heard rumours in his previous schools about Mr Nisbett – the suggestion being that he was ‘untrustworthy with children’.188 Mr Weeks made enquiries with longstanding staff, received further information about historical allegations of improper conduct by Mr Nisbett and made a further notification to the Ombudsman.189 Mr Wilson was appointed to conduct a further investigation in light of the new information, again under the oversight of the Ombudsman, as permitted by section 25E of the Ombudsman Act.190

Mr Wilson carried out a detailed investigation of 17 allegations of sexual misconduct against Mr Nisbett. In May 2004 he submitted a second report to Knox. The report found that seven of the allegations were sustained and concluded that two of the sustained allegations related to inappropriate touching in the context of sexual abuse.191 A number of allegations of grooming behaviour were also sustained. As to the balance of the allegations, Mr Wilson found them not sustained but noted that there was no evidence to establish that those allegations were false.192

Mr Wilson gave his second report to the Ombudsman on 7 June 2004.193 Mr Weeks informed the Ombudsman that he intended to adopt Mr Wilson’s findings as the school’s findings. He also informed the Ombudsman that Mr Nisbett would leave Knox’s employment on 18 June 2004 and the matter would be reported to the New South Wales Commissioner for Children and Young People. This report to the commissioner was made on 8 June 2004.194
On 19 July 2004, the Ombudsman informed Mr Weeks that it did not require the school ‘to take further action in relation to this allegation at this time’. Mr Weeks gave evidence that he relied on this advice from the Ombudsman that ‘no further action was required’. Mr Weeks agreed that at least some of the allegations that Mr Wilson found to be sustained amounted to criminal conduct and should have been investigated by the police. Knox did not report the matter to police. The Ombudsman conceded that there were significant shortcomings in the Ombudsman’s overall response to this matter in that Knox was not advised to notify the police of Mr Nisbett’s conduct.

We find that there were significant shortcomings in the Ombudsman’s overall response to this matter in that Knox was not advised to notify the police of Mr Nisbett’s conduct.

3.3 Mr Damien Vance

Employment at Knox

Mr Vance was first employed at Knox as a resident master in about 1984.

The job of resident master was an important one. The resident masters shared the responsibility of caring for the boys in the boarding houses and from time to time the resident masters were left alone to care for the boarders.

When Mr Vance applied for the position of resident master in 1984, the system for employing resident masters at Knox did not require an applicant to fill out an application form or prepare a CV. In some instances the headmaster was not required to interview the applicant. No check was done on whether the applicant had a criminal record and there was no requirement for the applicant to provide references or referees.

Mr Steer gave evidence that Mr Vance told Mr Steer that he had performed a sexual act on another student, ATR.

ASG gave evidence that Mr Vance attended sessions where ASG was given cigarettes and alcohol and shown hardcore pornographic videos, bestiality and child exploitation material.

Arrest, charge and conviction

On 8 April 2009, Mr Vance was arrested in Victoria and extradited to New South Wales. On the same day he was charged with one count of child sexual abuse.
Mr Vance pleaded guilty to one count of category 4 sexual assault, being the commission of an act of indecency on a person under the age of 16 and under his authority. In September 2009, Mr Vance was convicted and released on a good behaviour bond.206

Knox’s awareness of and response to abuse

Dr Paterson’s concerns about Mr Vance’s conduct

By October 1988, Dr Paterson had some concerns about the behaviour of Mr Vance. Dr Paterson gave evidence that, by October 1988, his concerns about Mr Vance were not in the area of child sexual abuse but more in the area of his method and manner of disciplining boys – for example, hitting students.207 Mr Vance gave evidence that he assumed those concerns related to two separate incidents in 1985 and 1986, where Mr Vance had struck a student in the dining room.208

Those concerns resulted in a ‘counselling’ session between Mr Vance and Dr Paterson. After the session, Dr Paterson decided that Mr Vance could stay in his position at Knox.209 Mr Vance recalled that no notes were taken of this ‘counselling’ session and there was no other person present.210 Mr Vance gave evidence that during the ‘counselling’ session Dr Paterson had raised the possibility of moving Mr Vance to another boarding house to avoid incidents of Mr Vance ‘hitting kids’. However, Mr Vance was not moved.211

ASD’s allegation

In late February 1989, a student at Knox, ASD, complained to Dr Paterson about Mr Vance.212 Dr Paterson said in his statement to the Royal Commission that the complaint ASD made was that he and Mr Vance were together in a room underneath the chapel and Mr Vance had offered him a cigarette and made an inappropriate sexual suggestion. Dr Paterson said he had only learned in 2015 that Mr Vance had also inappropriately touched ASD.213 However, Dr Paterson accepted that his statement was wrong — in fact, ASD had told him in February 1989 that Mr Vance had also touched him inappropriately in addition to making a sexual advance.214 ASD was 15 years old at the time he made the complaint to Dr Paterson.215

After ASD told Dr Paterson that Mr Vance had inappropriately touched him and made an inappropriate sexual suggestion to him, Dr Paterson’s response was to tell ASD that this was a serious allegation to make against a teacher. Dr Paterson sent ASD away to sit in the library to think about what he had said.216 After this period in the library ASD maintained his allegations against Mr Vance.217

When Dr Paterson was asked about whether it was acceptable to respond to ASD’s complaint in that way, he agreed that it would have been intimidating for ASD to come to him to reveal the actions of impropriety of Mr Vance218 but said to the Royal Commission that ‘the boy was a drama boy. He liked to exaggerate stories’.219
After ASD’s complaint, Dr Paterson called Mr Vance into his office and confronted him with the allegations. Dr Paterson initially said that ‘in the light of today’ he could see that the conduct that Mr Vance admitted to was very serious. However, he later accepted that it was not necessary to apply the standards of ‘today’ to realise that what had occurred was very serious.

Dr Paterson said that he was not aware that Mr Vance inappropriately touching ASD was a crime or a matter for the police.

Mr Vance gave evidence that Dr Paterson told him that ASD’s parents were expected to arrive at the school within 72 hours of their meeting. Mr Vance said that Dr Paterson told him that ‘it would be in your best interests not to be here’, which Mr Vance understood to mean that he had 72 hours to ‘decamp’. Mr Vance said that he left the boarding house and his employment at Knox later that day.

Dr Paterson gave evidence that Mr Vance was permitted to immediately resign, although it occurred to Dr Paterson that he should have been fired. Dr Paterson did not think that he should notify the police after Mr Vance made the admission and he accepted that this was a failure on his part.

We are satisfied that Dr Paterson ought to have notified the police of the allegation that ASD made about Mr Vance and admitted by Mr Vance in February 1989, that he failed to do so and accordingly he failed to act in the best interests of the boys under his care at Knox.

There is no evidence which indicates whether ASD’s parents were notified about the incident.

**Dr Paterson’s failure to notify Community Services**

Mandatory reporting obligations first came into effect for government schools in New South Wales on 19 July 1987. Amendments to the *Child Welfare Act 1939* (NSW) (the 1939 Act) imposed mandatory reporting obligations on principals, deputy principals and school teachers in government schools in New South Wales.

In 1988, further legislative changes extended those mandatory reporting obligations to teachers, deputy principals and school principals at non-government schools in New South Wales. They were therefore relevant to Knox and Dr Paterson. The amendments commenced on 18 January 1988 under section 22 of the *Children (Care and Protection) Act 1987* (NSW). Mandatory reporters at both government and non-government schools were now required to report to the Director-General of Community Services if they had ‘reasonable grounds to suspect that a child [had] been sexually assaulted’. For the purposes of section 22(1)–(4) of the *Children (Care and Protection) Act 1987* (NSW), a ‘child’ was a person under the age of 16 years.

A person who failed to comply with the reporting obligations in section 22(4) was guilty of an offence (section 22(6)) and could be subject to a penalty not exceeding $1,000 or imprisonment for a period not exceeding 12 months or both.
Under section 121 of the *Children (Care and Protection) Act 1987* (NSW), proceedings for an offence against the Act were to be ‘dealt with summarily before a Local Court constituted by a Magistrate sitting alone’. It appears that proceedings for an offence under the *Children (Care and Protection) Act* were to be made at any time ‘within six months from the time when the matter of the information or complaint arose’. The mandatory reporting obligations under section 22 of the *Children (Care and Protection) Act* remained in force until 1 September 1996.

Dr Paterson could not recall, in his time as headmaster, hearing about the introduction of mandatory reporting legislation. He could not recall if mandatory reporting training had been offered for the teachers at Knox and agreed that if this training was not offered then this was a failure.

ASD complained to Dr Paterson about Mr Vance in 1989, which was after the introduction of mandatory reporting obligations for teachers, deputy principals and principals employed by non-government schools in New South Wales. Dr Paterson, as the headmaster of Knox, held mandatory reporting obligations at this time. ASD was also a child at the time of the complaint to Dr Paterson. Mr Vance admitted that he had inappropriately touched ASD and made a sexual suggestion to him. It is clear that Dr Paterson had ‘reasonable grounds to suspect that a child has been assaulted, ill-treated or exposed’. In those circumstances, under section 22(4) of the *Children (Care and Protection) Act*, he was required to report ASD’s allegations to the Director-General of Community Services.

Dr Paterson said that he did not contact Community Services to report ASD’s allegation about Mr Vance.

**Mr Vance’s resignation**

On 8 March 1989 – after the meeting in which Mr Vance admitted that he had sexually abused ASD – Mr Vance wrote a letter to Dr Paterson resigning from his position at the school. That letter said that he was returning to Melbourne to attend to several matters concerning the administration of his late father’s estate. The letter did not refer to the fact that Mr Vance was forced to leave the school or the true reason for his departure. In the letter, Mr Vance thanked Dr Paterson for his ‘very kind remarks’, which were made at the time when Mr Vance admitted to Dr Paterson that he inappropriately touched and made an inappropriate sexual suggestion to ASD. Mr Vance also asked Dr Paterson for a reference or statement of service but noted that Dr Paterson may not be prepared to give him one.

On 12 March 1989, Dr Paterson reported to the Knox Council that Mr Vance had left Knox ‘for Melbourne and home’. No evidence was produced which indicates that the Knox Council was aware of the incident involving ASD or the true reason for Mr Vance’s resignation.

In his statement to the Royal Commission, Dr Paterson said that he did report the incident involving ASD to the Knox Council. However, in his oral evidence Dr Paterson said that he could not recall whether he formally reported the incident to the Knox Council or to a staff committee. Dr Paterson also said that he could not recall having a conversation with the then chairman of the Knox
Council about the incident. While Dr Paterson reported the fact of Mr Vance’s departure from the school to the Knox Council, no documented report was produced about the incident or the true reason for Mr Vance’s departure from Knox.

We are satisfied that Dr Paterson failed to make any written record of ASD’s complaint or Mr Vance’s admission or the true reason for Mr Vance’s departure from Knox.

**Dr Paterson’s reference for Mr Vance**

Initially, Dr Paterson did not give Mr Vance a reference or statement of service. On 26 June 1989, Mr Vance wrote to Dr Paterson saying (incorrectly) that before he departed from Knox he had neglected to ask for a statement of service and noted that Dr Paterson would probably be unwilling to give a reference. On this occasion Dr Paterson gave Mr Vance a statement of service. That statement of service made no reference to the true reason for Mr Vance’s departure from Knox.

In 1991, Mr Vance contacted Dr Paterson to ask again for a reference. On this occasion Dr Paterson did give Mr Vance a reference. In this reference, dated 21 February 1991, Dr Paterson said:

> This is to certify that Damien Piers VANCE was employed as a fulltime teacher at Knox Grammar School from 1st January, 1983 to 28 February, 1989. Mr Vance taught English and General studies. He was a Resident Master in our boarding house from 1984 to 1989. He commanded our 400 strong Cadet Unit during the year’s leave-of-absence of the Commanding Officer. He carried the Corps extremely well, with special emphasis on drill, discipline and dress.

> Mr Vance is a strong teacher and personality. He is highly experienced and he knows the Art and Craft of teaching, both in the classroom and on the sports field where he successfully coached teams in Rugby Union and Basketball.

> I am prepared to speak further to this reference as required.

Dr Paterson could not recall whether he turned his mind to the reason for Mr Vance’s request for a reference and whether it was prompted by him trying to obtain a position as a teacher. Dr Paterson agreed that it was an inference open to him that Mr Vance’s request for the reference was linked to him attempting to get a job as a teacher. Dr Paterson agreed that the reference he provided was a ‘strong’ reference in the sense that it was positive.

In his evidence, Dr Paterson said that his concerns about Mr Vance’s suitability for employment as a teacher were covered by the last sentence of the reference, which he said was ‘a known trigger amongst Headmasters that there was something more to be said’. Dr Paterson did not explain his understanding of this ‘known trigger amongst Headmasters’, but he accepted that he would have written an entirely different reference today – one which mentioned that Mr Vance had been...
dismissed from the school. Dr Paterson agreed that the reference he did give Mr Vance would lead the reader to think that Dr Paterson had a positive view of Mr Vance and that the reference was misleading by omitting a critical detail.

After he left Knox, Mr Vance obtained employment as a teacher at Keilor Downs College in Victoria. He worked there from July 1989 until 2002. After Mr Vance left Keilor Downs College, he taught in Hong Kong. He returned to Australia in 2007 and secured a job at a foundation school for adults in Melbourne, where he worked until his arrest 2009.

Dr Paterson submitted that it was not open to the Royal Commission to find:

- firstly, that he prepared a misleading reference for Mr Vance by omitting critical details about the true reasons for Mr Vance’s departure from Knox
- secondly, that he did this knowing that Mr Vance may use the reference to obtain employment as a teacher and that this potentially exposed other children to harm.

With regard to the first submission, Dr Paterson submitted that he provided a reference which was ‘factually correct’:

65. Dr Paterson gave evidence that his concluding words in the reference ‘I am prepared to speak further to this reference as required’ were deliberately included to put the recipient on notice that they should contact him for further information and because he was not in fact employed one must conclude as Mr Vance did in his evidence that a call was made and because of the information given he did not get the job.

We reject these submissions. With regard to the first submission, the evidence in paragraph 65 is contrary to Dr Paterson’s oral evidence, in which he accepted that the reference he gave Mr Vance was misleading by omission of a critical detail. The second submission is misleading because Dr Paterson’s reference for Mr Vance was prepared on 21 February 1991, which was over one and a half years into Mr Vance’s tenure as a teacher at Keilor Downs College in Victoria. The failure to notify that school about Mr Vance’s history had the effect of potentially exposing the children at that school to harm.

Mr Vance gave evidence that he relied on Dr Paterson’s reference when he applied for a position as a teacher at another school in early 1991. He said he was subsequently offered that role subject to referee checks. However, Mr Vance said that he never heard back from that school. Mr Vance speculated that the school had contacted Dr Paterson for a referee check, although there is no evidence to indicate whether Dr Paterson was contacted for a referee check or provided an adverse oral reference.

The evidence plainly establishes that Mr Vance relied on Dr Paterson’s reference, which was misleading by omission of a critical detail, when he was applying for teaching positions in Victoria. Dr Paterson agreed that it was open to him to infer that Mr Vance had asked for the reference because he was attempting to get a job as a teacher and that he provided a ‘strong’ reference in the sense that it was positive.
We find that Dr Paterson prepared a misleading reference for Mr Vance by omitting critical details about the reason for Mr Vance’s departure from Knox. He did this knowing that Mr Vance may use the reference to obtain employment as a teacher and this potentially exposed other children to harm.

3.4 Mr Craig Treloar

Employment at Knox

Mr Treloar was first employed as a resident master of Gillespie House at Knox in 1982. He was a Knox Old Boy and, in keeping with the system at the time, he was not interviewed for the position and was not required to prepare a resume or provide any referees. It appears that no check was performed to find out whether Mr Treloar had a criminal record. However, if a criminal record check on Mr Treloar had been performed, it would have indicated no criminal behaviour, as Mr Treloar did not have a criminal record at that time.

The process by which Mr Treloar was employed was extremely informal. Mr Treloar could not recall meeting the housemaster of Gillespie House before he commenced as a resident master and it was possible that he moved into one of the rooms for resident masters in Gillespie House without having an interview with the housemaster.

Initially, Mr Treloar was only employed as a resident master but later in 1984 he was added to the teaching staff of the preparatory school. For reasons that we describe below, Mr Treloar was suspended from teaching for six months in the second half of 1988. He returned to teaching from the first term of 1989 and remained in that role until the time of his arrest for child sexual abuse in February 2009.

Mr Lamond, Mr Tambling, ASG and Mr Ollerenshaw gave evidence that they were sexually abused by Mr Treloar.

Arrest, charges and conviction

On 17 February 2009, Mr Treloar was charged with child sex offences.

In 2010, Mr Treloar pleaded guilty to three counts of indecent assault on a person under the age of 16 and under his authority; and one count of inciting a person under the age of 16 years to commit an act of gross indecency. The acts related to four Knox students, including Mr Lamond.

A further act of possession of child pornography was taken into account at sentencing. During the execution of a search warrant at Mr Treloar’s home, police seized Mr Treloar’s computer hard drive. On that hard drive they found a ‘pseudophotograph’ which depicted two unknown young boys.
with digitally enhanced erect penises placed on their genital areas. It contained the caption, ‘Dear Baz please suck us off cos [sic] we’re ready to blow!’ The ‘Baz’ to whom the caption referred was allegedly Mr Stewart.

On 15 June 2010, Mr Treloar was sentenced in the District Court of New South Wales to a total of four and a half years of imprisonment, with a two-year non-parole period.

In 2013, Mr Treloar was charged with a number of counts of child sexual abuse against a fifth student, ASG. Mr Treloar pleaded not guilty to these charges. On 6 August 2013, the District Court of New South Wales found Mr Treloar not guilty and he was acquitted.

Knox’s awareness of and response to abuse

The 1987 incident

We heard evidence that in the latter part of 1987 Mr Treloar had been showing one of the boys in the dormitory of which he was a resident master videos containing hardcore heterosexual pornography, pornography involving older men performing sexual acts on younger boys, and bestiality. He also propositioned the boy for sex and encouraged the boy to perform a sexual act on him.

Dr Paterson, Mr Treloar and Mr Pearson gave conflicting accounts about what Dr Paterson was told concerning the incident involving Mr Treloar in 1987.

Mr Pearson gave evidence that a young boarder, approximately 14 years old but whose name he cannot now recall, came to his door in tears and very distressed. The boy told Mr Pearson that Mr Treloar had invited the boy into his residence, poured him an alcoholic drink, showed him a pornographic video and asked him a number of sexually explicit questions. The boy told Mr Pearson that Mr Treloar then took him into Mr Treloar’s bedroom and asked the boy to perform a sexual act on him, inviting the boy to either suck or fondle Mr Treloar’s penis. The boy refused and left Mr Treloar’s room.

Mr Pearson’s evidence is that he went to Mr Treloar’s room shortly after and knocked on the door. He heard sounds (like a television) coming from the room. Mr Treloar opened the door wearing the same clothing described by the boy. Mr Pearson entered the room and noticed two glasses on the table. The glasses contained liquid that he assumed to be alcohol. The television was turned off. Mr Pearson asked Mr Treloar to turn on the television. Mr Treloar replied that it was broken. Mr Pearson then turned on the television himself and found that the pornographic video (which was hardcore heterosexual content) was still playing.

Mr Pearson says that he then took a handwritten statement from Mr Treloar about what had occurred with the young boarder. In that statement, Mr Treloar claimed that the boy had ‘come on’ to him. Mr Pearson also prepared his own statement based on what the boy had told him and what he had seen and heard.
Mr Treloar gave a contrary account. He said that Mr Pearson did not interview him and he did not give a statement to Mr Pearson.\(^{287}\)

**Report to Dr Paterson**

Mr Pearson’s evidence is that he then telephoned Dr Paterson and asked him whether he could see Dr Paterson in his office right away, as he had a serious sexual matter to discuss involving a teacher and a student.\(^{288}\) He then took Mr Treloar to Dr Paterson’s office, where he handed Dr Paterson the two written statements. Dr Paterson read the statements and expressed his disbelief at the contents.\(^{289}\)

Mr Pearson gave evidence that the handwritten statements he handed to Dr Paterson not only described the showing of pornography to the boy but also said that Mr Treloar had made a sexual advance toward the boy. Mr Pearson says that he recommended to Dr Paterson that Mr Treloar be immediately dismissed.\(^{290}\) Dr Paterson told him that he would handle the matter from there.

Mr Pearson then called Mr Treloar into the office. Mr Treloar admitted to Dr Paterson that the incident Mr Pearson had described was true.\(^{291}\) Mr Pearson gave evidence that Dr Paterson then said: ‘Thanks, Stuart, you can go now. I’ll handle this from now on.’\(^{292}\) Mr Pearson said he did not know what happened after Dr Paterson invited him to leave.\(^{293}\)

Mr Treloar denied that Mr Pearson interviewed him or that he provided a statement to Mr Pearson.\(^{294}\) He says that he went to Dr Paterson’s office alone because on the previous evening Mr Pearson had told him to do so. He said he did not meet with Dr Paterson in the presence of Mr Pearson.\(^{295}\) He did not recall discussing with Dr Paterson the nature of the videos or any allegation that he had asked the boy to perform a sexual act on him.

Dr Paterson gave evidence that when he saw Mr Treloar he was not given any statements or a handwritten account of the boy’s version of events and that he was not told that Mr Treloar had propositioned the boy in addition to showing him a pornographic video.\(^{296}\) Both Mr Treloar and Dr Paterson gave evidence that there was no discussion at their meeting about precisely what was contained on the video; what had occurred with the boy; whether, and, if so, how often it had occurred with other boys; or whether there was any other misconduct involved.\(^{297}\)

Mr Pearson gave evidence that later, on the same day that Dr Paterson met with Mr Treloar, Dr Paterson said to Mr Pearson, ‘he’s gone, Stuart, you won’t be seeing him again’. Mr Pearson took this to mean Mr Treloar had been dismissed from the school.\(^{298}\)

There is a conflict between the accounts of Dr Paterson and Mr Treloar on the one hand and Mr Pearson on the other hand about what Dr Paterson was told.

Mr Treloar’s evidence conflicted with that of Mr Pearson in a number of aspects. However, what is clear and not in dispute is that a boy from the dormitory at which Mr Treloar was a resident master made a complaint of a sexual nature about Mr Treloar to Mr Pearson, that Mr Pearson advised
Dr Paterson, that Dr Paterson saw Mr Treloar and that, as a consequence, Mr Treloar was suspended and removed from the boarding house.

Counsel Assisting submitted that unchallenged evidence of Mr Michael Probert, a resident master in Gilmore House, was relevant. Mr Probert gave evidence that a student, ASE, approached him on the basketball court and told him that Mr Treloar had shown him a pornographic video and propositioned him. Mr Probert said that he told the boy to report the matter to Mr Pearson. Mr Probert said that he was satisfied that the boy had reported the matter because shortly afterwards Mr Treloar was removed from the boarding house and the junior school. Counsel Assisting submitted that, on the apparent logic of events, it is likely that the boy who Mr Probert spoke to, ASE, was the same boy who complained to Mr Pearson about Mr Treloar and that, accordingly, it is very likely that Mr Pearson was aware of the incident, as he said in his evidence.

However, Dr Paterson submitted that there was evidence that the boy who approached Mr Probert, ASE, was not the same boy who came to see Mr Pearson in 1987. ASE did not appear as a witness in this public hearing; however, his signed statement given to NSW Police on 9 February 2009 was tendered into evidence. In that statement, ASE says that he did disclose the sexual abuse by Mr Treloar to Mr Probert and that Mr Probert did encourage him to report the incident. However, this did not occur until ‘sometime in the following years’. Also, ASE’s statement to police does not mention that Mr Pearson interviewed him. We consider that Dr Paterson’s submission is well founded. In resolving the disparity between the accounts of Mr Pearson, Dr Paterson and Mr Treloar, we accept Dr Paterson’s submission and do not place weight on Mr Probert’s evidence.

We find that Mr Pearson was a credible witness and he had a good recollection of the relevant events of this incident.

Mr Pearson’s account in his statement and oral evidence is also consistent with the letter he wrote to Mr Weeks in August 2007. In that letter Mr Pearson refers to his investigation of the matter immediately after the incident and that it was clear to Mr Pearson that Mr Treloar had ‘attempted to have a sexual encounter with this lad’.

Further, Mr Pearson’s evidence of his response to this allegation was consistent with the diligent way he had dealt with similar matters – for example, the report on Mr Nisbett in 1986 and his reports to Dr Paterson about Mr Christopher Fotis in 1989. Having regard to the evidence of Mr Pearson’s diligent response to the allegations against Mr Nisbett and Mr Fotis, we are satisfied that he told Dr Paterson what he knew about the allegations about Mr Treloar in 1987, which, as noted, included that Mr Treloar had shown the boy a pornographic video and that he had ‘attempted to have a sexual encounter with this lad’.
We accept Mr Pearson’s evidence. We are satisfied that Dr Paterson was:

- informed by Mr Pearson that Mr Treloar had shown a pornographic video to a boy in his dormitory
- informed by Mr Pearson that Mr Treloar had sexually propositioned this same boy
- given documents by Mr Pearson which contained the allegations that Mr Treloar had shown a pornographic video to the boy and sexually propositioned him.

**Follow-up after the incident**

In response to this incident, Dr Paterson discussed the matter with Mr Michael Jenkinson, the head of the preparatory school, in 1987. Mr Jenkinson gave evidence that at this meeting Dr Paterson told him that Mr Pearson had investigated a complaint by a student which had uncovered inappropriate conduct on the part of Mr Treloar. Mr Jenkinson said that the inappropriate conduct amounted to Mr Treloar showing pornography to some boys.

Following this discussion, Dr Paterson determined that it was appropriate for Mr Treloar to be suspended for the second half of the following year – 1988 – and to be removed from the boarding house. That was the extent of the sanctions imposed on Mr Treloar. In his statement, Dr Paterson said that he did not report the incident to the Knox Council and in his oral evidence he said that he could not recall telling the Knox Council about Mr Treloar.

Apart from Mr Pearson’s two statements, no written record was made of the allegations about Mr Treloar. Other than Mr Pearson’s investigation, there was no further investigation of the incident and the boy involved was not interviewed by Dr Paterson. Dr Paterson gave evidence that the parents of the boy were not notified of the incident. Dr Paterson said that even though he did not know the name of the boy he assumed that the boy’s housemaster was providing pastoral care for him.

Dr Paterson accepted that he should have investigated the allegations about Mr Treloar. He also accepted that he should have notified the police and the Knox Council and that this was a failure by him.

Mr Pearson gave evidence that the appropriate course would have been to call the police but that in such circumstances the only person who would have called the police would have been Dr Paterson or someone directed by Dr Paterson. Mr Pearson accepted that he should have called the police and deeply regrets not doing so.

We find that Dr Paterson ought to have notified the police of the allegations made against Mr Treloar and failed to do so. In failing to do so, he failed to act in the best interests of the boys under his care at Knox. We are also satisfied that Dr Paterson also ought to have informed the Knox Council about and taken steps to investigate the allegations against Mr Treloar in 1987 and that he failed to do so.

We find that Dr Paterson made no written record of the allegations against Mr Treloar, did not take any steps to investigate the allegations and did not notify the parents of the boy concerned.
Mr Tambling’s notification to Dr Paterson

Mr Tambling, who graduated from Knox in 1988, gave evidence that in 1984 Mr Treloar took him to a local video shop, rented some pornographic videos featuring bestiality, homosexual and heterosexual acts and then took Mr Tambling back to his room to watch them. Mr Treloar then asked Mr Tambling to perform oral sex on him.

Mr Tambling gave evidence that he returned to Knox in 1989 for a social event – the Ewan House Revue. He said he approached Dr Paterson and disclosed that he had been abused by a boarding housemaster while he was a student at Knox. Mr Tambling said that Dr Paterson asked him whether the person was still at Knox and Mr Tambling replied that he was ‘no longer a boarding housemaster’. Mr Tambling said that Dr Paterson then became distracted with the post-show ceremony.

The allegation that Mr Tambling made to Dr Paterson was obviously very serious. Dr Paterson did not deny that Mr Tambling had disclosed the allegation to him, although his evidence was that he did not have any memory of it. Dr Paterson gave this evidence about the possibility that Mr Tambling told him of his allegations: ‘I am not sure that that sort of comment would have hit me hard ... in the excitement of the time I don’t think the comment registered.’

Dr Paterson did not explain why such a serious allegation would not have hit him ‘hard’.

We are satisfied that Dr Paterson took no steps to investigate Mr Tambling’s allegations and that, in failing to do this, he did not give priority to the interests of the boys at Knox. We are also satisfied that Dr Paterson failed to inform the Knox Council of the allegations that Mr Tambling made in 1989.

Mr Weeks’ response to information about Mr Treloar

Mr Weeks took over as headmaster of Knox in early 2004.

On two occasions in 2006, Mr Weeks spoke with Mr Pearson about matters concerning Mr Nisbett. The first occasion concerned Mr Steer. On the second occasion, Mr Pearson wanted to ‘review’ the ‘Nisbett matter’ with Mr Weeks. During the conversation, Mr Pearson and Mr Weeks discussed an incident involving a teacher whose name Mr Pearson recalled as ‘Chris Treloar’. Mr Pearson told Mr Weeks that the teacher ‘Chris Treloar’ had shown a student a pornographic video.

Mr Weeks was concerned that the ‘Chris Treloar’ who Mr Pearson referred to may in fact be Craig Treloar, who was still teaching boys in the preparatory school and coaching cricket and rugby teams. Mr Weeks looked at Mr Treloar’s file and found no records about any incident.

Mr Weeks spoke to Mr Robert Thomas, then the head of the preparatory school, and asked him about the matter that Mr Pearson had raised. Mr Weeks gave evidence that Mr Thomas recalled the incident. He told Mr Weeks that it involved a ‘foolish error of judgment by a young teacher just wanting to be popular with the boys’ and that there was nothing more to the incident than Mr Treloar showing a video to a boy.
With the knowledge he had obtained from Mr Thomas and Mr Pearson, in February 2007 Mr Weeks consulted the Association of Independent Schools. The Association of Independent Schools recommended that Mr Weeks notify the Ombudsman, which he did.

**The information given by Mr Weeks to Inspector Cullen in March 2007**

After speaking to the Ombudsman, Mr Weeks made contact with the police and spoke to Inspector Elizabeth Cullen. At that time, Inspector Cullen worked with the NSW Police Child Protection and Sex Crimes Squad. Mr Weeks met with Inspector Cullen in March 2007. In his statement Mr Weeks said that the meeting with Inspector Cullen was organised by Mr Wilson. Mr Weeks thought the meeting would be an opportunity for him to understand what the police knew about Knox’s ‘relevant past’ in light of Mr Wilson’s earlier investigations of Mr Nisbett and the information that Mr Pearson had disclosed about Mr Treloar. He gave evidence that he informed Inspector Cullen about the incident involving Mr Treloar which Mr Pearson had disclosed to him.

Inspector Cullen provided a statement to the Royal Commission. Inspector Cullen was not required to give evidence based on medical advice. In her statement she said she had a recollection that she met with Mr Weeks and an investigator, Mr Wilson. She prepared a file note of the meeting on 8 March 2007.

Inspector Cullen stated that she had no independent recollection of the information that Mr Weeks and Mr Wilson gave her. In response to Mr Weeks’ evidence that he gave Inspector Cullen details of the allegations about Mr Treloar, Inspector Cullen said:

> I have no recollection of either Mr Weeks or Mr Wilson providing me with information relating to an allegation against person of interest other than Mr Nisbett, and believe that had such information been provided I would have included it in the same file note.

Inspector Cullen said that it was her usual practice to include all matters discussed at a single meeting in the one file note. The file note that Inspector Cullen drafted on 8 March 2007 does not contain any reference to Mr Treloar.

Mr Weeks gave evidence that he had an actual recollection of raising with Inspector Cullen the matter involving Mr Treloar. In February 2007, not long before meeting with Inspector Cullen on 8 March 2007, he had met with both the Association of Independent Schools and the Ombudsman and raised the incident involving Mr Treloar. Inspector Cullen had no recollection of what information Mr Weeks provided – the highest that her evidence went was that her ‘usual practice’ was to record information of that kind in a file note if it was provided.

On 27 March 2007, Mr Weeks notified the Knox Council about allegations of child sexual abuse at the school involving former and current members of the teaching staff, including Mr Treloar. During this meeting it was agreed that Ms Ruth Mitchell, the secretary of the Knox Council at the time, would conduct an investigation and she would be given full access to the school archives to see what could be discovered. It took Ms Mitchell several months to prepare her notes. The purpose of the report was to investigate past events and the report did not propose any action.
Mr Weeks’ knowledge by August 2007

On 1 August 2007, Mr Pearson sent a letter to Mr Weeks enclosing the pornographic video which Mr Pearson said was from the incident that caused Mr Treloar to be dismissed. Mr Pearson gave evidence that Mr Weeks had asked him for any material remaining in his possession which corroborated the allegations about Mr Treloar and he was able to locate the pornographic video. It follows that by August 2007 Mr Weeks had received an allegation that in 1987 a current teacher on his staff had not only shown a pornographic video to a boy but had also attempted to have a sexual encounter with him.

The secretary of the Knox Council, Ms Mitchell, prepared a note in 2007 which dealt with the school’s response to the information obtained about Mr Treloar. Ms Mitchell’s note records that ‘The only action which followed was that Craig Treloar would no longer coach or teach the younger boys in the prep’.

The step that Mr Weeks said he took to satisfy himself that Mr Treloar was being supervised and was not coaching sport (in accordance with the note of Ms Mitchell) was to speak to Mr Thomas about the matter throughout 2008. He did not actually check that Mr Treloar was not coaching sporting teams. In fact, Mr Treloar continued to coach cricket and rugby teams until his arrest in 2009.

Mr Weeks accepted that it would have been ‘straightforward’ for him to check whether Mr Treloar was in fact still coaching sporting teams. We are satisfied that Mr Weeks should have done more to check whether Mr Treloar was still coaching sporting teams between the time that Mr Weeks became aware of the allegations about Mr Treloar in 2007 and Mr Treloar’s arrest in 2009.

3.5 Mr Barrie Stewart

Employment at Knox

Mr Stewart was first employed as a teacher in the preparatory school in 1972. He remained a teacher in the preparatory school until 2000.

Mr Lamond, Mr O’Neal, ATN and Mr Ashton gave evidence that they were sexually abused by Mr Stewart. Dr Rentoul also gave evidence that his son, David, was sexually abused by Mr Stewart.

Arrest, charges and conviction

On 18 February 2009, Mr Stewart was arrested, interviewed and charged by NSW Police with a number of offences of child sexual abuse. Mr Stewart was charged with further offences on
1 May 2009. Some of these charges related to offences committed against Mr David Rentoul, Mr Lamond and Mr O’Neal.

On 8 December 2011, Mr Stewart was convicted of five counts of indecent assault and two counts of category 4 sexual assault, being the commission of an act of indecency on a person under the age of 16 and under his authority. These counts included a further three acts of indecent assault that were taken into account at sentencing. The charges related to seven students. Mr Stewart received a suspended sentence.

Knox’s knowledge of and response to abuse

**Incidents of Mr Stewart driving boys to his home**

Mr O’Neal gave evidence that, when he was a year 6 student in the preparatory school, on several occasions Mr Stewart gave him lifts in his vehicle to different destinations, including Mr Stewart’s house. Dr Rentoul gave evidence that Mr Stewart would drive his son, David, to their family home after school. In his statement to NSW Police, Mr David Rentoul said that when he was in year 5 he was sexually abused by Mr Stewart in his vehicle one afternoon as he was being driven home.

Mr Jenkinson, the head of the preparatory school, gave evidence that during his time at Knox it was considered inappropriate for a teacher to take students to the teacher’s house. Mr Jenkinson recalled being concerned when he discovered that Mr Stewart had taken boys to his house at Whale Beach on the Northern Beaches. Mr Jenkinson did not suspect that Mr Stewart had engaged in untoward conduct but still advised him that this conduct should cease. Mr Jenkinson raised his concerns with Dr Paterson. Mr Jenkinson did not interview the boys who had been to Mr Stewart’s house or make any further investigations.

Dr Paterson gave evidence that in around 1987 he recalled being told that Mr Stewart had been giving a boy, or boys, lifts to and from his house at Whale Beach and that that conduct was a problem. Dr Paterson considered that it was inappropriate for teachers to be driving boys to and from their homes. Dr Paterson gave evidence that he told Mr Stewart to stop doing it and that he made no written record of that incident or any advice that he gave to Mr Stewart that he should stop.

**The 1992 file note**

In 1992, some specific allegations about Mr Stewart, who was then still a teacher in the preparatory school, came to Dr Paterson’s attention. Dr Paterson recorded the information that came to his attention in a file note.

Dr Paterson recorded in the note that on Thursday, 3 September 1992, Mr Thomas, then the head of the preparatory school, advised him that a former student, ATJ, was about to start litigation
against Mr Stewart for sexually molesting him while he was a student at the preparatory school. Mr Thomas had advised Mr Stewart of the allegation. Dr Paterson’s response was to call Mr Stewart over to his office in the senior school. At that meeting Dr Paterson asked Mr Stewart several times whether he was a homosexual. Each time Mr Stewart did not answer. Dr Paterson advised Mr Stewart not to take boys to his home or give them lifts in his car.

Dr Paterson gave evidence that he did not ask Mr Stewart whether he had sexually molested ATJ. Dr Paterson could not explain why he did not ask Mr Stewart whether he had sexually molested ATJ. It is clear that Dr Paterson failed in his role as headmaster by not asking Mr Stewart whether he had molested ATJ. At the public hearing this exchange occurred between Dr Paterson and Counsel Assisting:

Q: What does it say to you, Dr Paterson, about the culture of Knox at the time of the notice being received about ATJ’s allegation that not a single person in that group which I have identified to you [the head of the preparatory school, the deputy headmaster and Mr Nisbett] said that it was appropriate for the school to tell the police about an allegation of sexual molestation by a teacher then employed?

A: It says about the culture of the school at the time that Paterson had made a decision and that was it.

Dr Paterson made no relevant inquiries about ATJ’s allegations. Counsel Assisting asked Dr Paterson about his failure to make any inquiries about these allegations given that Mr Stewart was still teaching at the school. In response to the following question from Counsel Assisting, ‘Would you agree that that is a dreadful state of affairs?’, Dr Paterson said, ‘It’s unthinkable’.

**Knox Council’s awareness of ATJ’s allegations**

One witness who was potentially in a position to shed light on the knowledge of the Knox Council at the time, including the 1992 file note referred to above, was Mr Morris Ireland QC, the chairman of the council in 1992. Mr Ireland was summonsed to appear as a witness at the public hearing and he started giving evidence on 4 March 2015. We decided on 5 March 2015, based on medical evidence, that Mr Ireland was not able to give reliable evidence and, accordingly, we discharged him from the summons to appear. We have not taken into account the short evidence that Mr Ireland gave before he was excused.

The 1992 file note referred to above records that Dr Paterson reported all that he was told about the allegations against Mr Stewart to ‘Dusty’ – that is, Mr Ireland – by telephone. In his oral evidence, initially Dr Paterson said that the file note was correct and that he had reported those matters to Mr Ireland. He later altered this evidence and said that he had not reported those matters to Mr Ireland. This cannot be satisfactorily resolved in the absence of evidence from Mr Ireland.
Dr Paterson’s file note records that on 11 September 1992 Mr John Turnbull, the then deputy headmaster of Knox, came to Dr Paterson’s office for a meeting with a former student of Knox. According to the file note, the former student said that ATJ claimed that Knox was a ‘hotbed of homosexuality’. The student said that if necessary he would also reveal the ‘affair’ between student Anthony Carden and the teacher ARZ. He said that Anthony Carden and ARZ were sleeping together in the last two years of Anthony Carden’s time as a student at Knox and that everyone knew.

In the file note, Dr Paterson records that he reported all of those matters to Mr Ireland by telephone. They discussed tactics and decided to leave the matters alone in the hope that ATJ was only ‘talking big’. A decision was made not to report this to anyone else, including the Knox Council. Again, because we were unable to receive evidence from Mr Ireland, it is not appropriate to make any findings about this matter.

The file note also records that the staff members at Knox who were aware of the ‘situation’ were Dr Paterson, Mr Stewart, Mr Thomas, Mr Turnbull and Mr Nisbett.

Neither Dr Paterson nor the school took action to investigate the allegations that ATJ raised against Mr Stewart or about Anthony Carden and ARZ. Dr Paterson accepted that he was ultimately responsible for the welfare of the students of the school. He also accepted that he did not investigate the allegations.

Dr Paterson gave evidence about the information that he shared with the Knox Council. Dr Paterson agreed that he made a decision to keep from the Knox Council the allegations against Mr Stewart. Dr Paterson also agreed that his response to the allegations about Mr Stewart in 1992 amounted to him seeking to cover up those allegations.

We are satisfied that Dr Paterson failed to inform the Knox Council of the allegations that ATJ made against Mr Stewart.

Dr Paterson submitted that it is not open to us to find that his response to ATJ’s allegations against Mr Stewart involved him seeking to cover up those allegations. Dr Paterson submitted that nine people were aware of the allegations contained in the 1992 file note and ‘this is plainly inconsistent with any suggestion of a cover up’.

We reject this submission. Dr Paterson agreed on several occasions during his evidence that his response to the allegations amounted to a ‘cover up’. At the public hearing the following exchange took place between Dr Paterson and Counsel Assisting:

Q. If the litigation wasn’t brought, then unless you did something to bring that matter to the attention of the council, you must have thought that the matter might never surface; correct?

A. Yes.
Q. And so in your deciding to hope there was no litigation and not tell anyone else, including the council, about it, you determined that you would do whatever was in your power to cover up the allegations; correct?

A. Yes.

There was also the following subsequent exchange between Dr Paterson and Counsel Assisting:

Q. Instead of doing something, such as notifying the police or DoCS or conducting an investigation, what you did was take whatever means were available to you to try to cover up that which you knew; correct?

A. Yes.

...

Q. You made a decision to deliberately keep from the school council the allegations made by [ATJ] in September 1992?

A. Yes.

Q. And I think you have already agreed with this, but just tell me if I have got this wrong, you accept that in making the decision to deliberately keep from the council those allegations, you were attempting to cover up those allegations?

A. Yes.

We find that Dr Paterson’s response to the allegations that ATJ made against Mr Stewart involved him seeking to cover up those allegations. There was no report given to the Knox Council about ATJ’s allegations against Mr Stewart and ARZ, there was no advice to parents and there was no notification to police. We are satisfied that Dr Paterson failed to inform the Knox Council of the allegations made about Anthony Carden having an ‘affair’ with teacher ARZ.

We also find that Dr Paterson’s response to the allegations made about the teacher ARZ having an affair with Anthony Carden involved him seeking to cover up those allegations from the Knox Council.

**Failure to notify the police**

Dr Paterson accepted that the allegations that ATJ made against Mr Stewart were matters that, if proved, involved criminal conduct by Mr Stewart. Dr Paterson also gave evidence that by 1990 he recognised that it was appropriate to advise the police about such inappropriate conduct towards
boys\textsuperscript{395} and that he did not inform the police of the information he received about Mr Stewart.\textsuperscript{396} He agreed that notifying the police would have been a step properly taken to advance or protect the interests of the boys of the school, particularly those being taught by Mr Stewart, who was still a current teacher in the preparatory school as at 1992.\textsuperscript{397}

Mr Stewart continued to teach at the Knox preparatory school until 2000.

**Missing student files**

As discussed above, Dr Paterson’s file note alleges that Anthony Carden, a Knox student, was having an ‘affair’ with teacher ARZ. The note also contained allegations that ATJ made about Mr Stewart. The file note records that the student files of ATJ and Anthony Carden had gone missing. The then deputy headmaster, Mr Turnbull, recorded on the note, next to the reference to those files having gone missing, the word ‘extraordinary’.\textsuperscript{398}

Dr Paterson agreed that it was extraordinary and an ‘unbelievable coincidence’\textsuperscript{399} that the files had gone missing\textsuperscript{400} and he accepted that someone had deliberately targeted those two files.\textsuperscript{401} Dr Paterson said that it was his suspicion that someone who had an interest in those files not being located had either moved or destroyed them.\textsuperscript{402}

Dr Paterson gave evidence that it might have been the case that the boys concerned had themselves removed the files\textsuperscript{403} and that ‘we ran a very open school’.\textsuperscript{404}

Dr Paterson agreed that as at 1992 there was a very serious problem with the integrity of Knox’s record keeping\textsuperscript{405} and that he did not know how to ‘cure’ that problem.\textsuperscript{406}
4 Assault on ARN

4.1 The ‘balaclava man’ incident

In 1988, MacNeil House was a residence for Knox students in years 8 and 9. In accordance with the governance structure of the Knox boarding houses generally, MacNeil House had a housemaster who oversaw the running of the house and the welfare of the boys. Usually four resident masters assisted the housemaster. Two of those resident masters lived in the house and two of them performed duties but lived outside of the boarding house. In 1988, the housemaster of MacNeil House was Dr Timothy Hawkes and resident masters included Mr Vance, Mr Fotis and Mr Ian Bradford. Mr Vance and Mr Fotis lived in the boarding house.

In the early hours of the morning of 23 November 1988, one of the student residents of MacNeil House, ARN, who was 14 years old at the time, was sexually assaulted while he was in his bed in one of the dormitories. ARN woke to find a man positioned underneath his bed. The person was fondling ARN’s penis.

The person who was sexually assaulting ARN was dressed in an older style Knox tracksuit and was wearing a balaclava. Once ARN realised he was being assaulted, he cried out. This woke the other residents in the dormitory. The lights were turned on and the perpetrator of the assault put ARN’s doona on his head and fled MacNeil House. A number of the boys chased him out of the building and he fled toward the Pacific Highway.

4.2 No report to the police

In the immediate wake of the incident, the housemaster, Dr Hawkes, was awoken by someone (he could not recall who it was but stated it was not Mr Vance or Mr Fotis). That person informed him that there had been an intruder in the house wearing a balaclava who had ‘groped’ ARN. Dr Hawkes rushed to the scene and roused the resident staff. His accommodation was located close to the dormitory. He immediately telephoned Dr Paterson and they had a short discussion. While the question of calling the police was not expressly raised in this discussion, Dr Hawkes gave the following evidence:

Q. Did you ever have a discussion with Dr Paterson about whether you should report any matters to the police?

A. No.

Q. What we were dealing with – and I think you’ve already said as much in your evidence – was a very serious matter.

A. Correct.
Q. Plainly a crime had been committed?
A. Correct.

Q. A fairly serious crime?
A. A very serious crime.

Q. A very serious crime. And in those circumstances I just want to understand why it is that you felt that you had no authority to report the very serious crime that you had been told about to the authorities, being the police?
A. Well, I was very comfortable with the – with the fact that we had a highly experienced headmaster. I was very comfortable with the fact that we had Mr Stuart Pearson, himself a recently superannuated policeman, and I had every confidence that the proper protocols would have been followed through by these two gentlemen, and I was not aware of what those particular protocols should have been, but – and, therefore, I had no hesitation whatsoever of going immediately to the headmaster and to Mr Pearson, informing them so that they could take whatever appropriate steps they thought to be necessary.

Dr Hawkes gave evidence that he expected that Dr Paterson would notify the police about the assault on ARN. Dr Hawkes said that he ‘trusted the headmaster and Mr Pearson to have proper carriage of this particular matter’ and that he did not have ‘authority to report the matter to police’. Notwithstanding Dr Hawkes expressing this view, his evidence was that he did not have any discussion at any time with Dr Paterson about either reporting the apparent assault to the police or desisting from reporting the apparent assault to the police.

Dr Hawkes gave evidence that he ‘didn’t have enough knowledge or understanding that would suggest that there hadn’t been any police involvement’, but that at the time there was ‘absolutely no doubt in my mind that the matter had been reported to the police’. Dr Hawkes gave this evidence even though he never saw any evidence of a police investigation. In his evidence, Dr Hawkes explained this by saying that it was possible that the police might have interviewed boys and attended the scene when he was not present at MacNeil House. We find that Dr Hawkes’ explanation does not accord with the following facts:

- Dr Hawkes did not see any police presence in the hours after the assault despite the fact that he said he believed that the police had been called and that an intruder had committed a serious sexual assault.
- Dr Hawkes was in close communication with the boys in MacNeil House after the assault but was unaware of any of them being interviewed by the police.
- Dr Hawkes knew that he had not been interviewed by the police, even though it was obvious that he was a logical person for the police to interview.
- There was no report of the event in the media.
• There was no evidence of any police investigation, charge or prosecution of a possible offender.
• Dr Hawkes did not see any of the staff at MacNeil House being interviewed by the police and was not aware that that had occurred.

All of the witnesses who gave evidence about what occurred in the hours, days and weeks after the assault on ARN said that they did not ever see the police come to MacNeil House and did not see police interview any of the boys. There is no evidence that the police interviewed any of the teachers or resident masters, took any fingerprints or otherwise gathered evidence. There is no evidence at all of a police investigation.

It is clear that the police were not in fact called and that the police were not notified of the incident.

In attempting to explain Dr Hawkes’ failure to report the assault on ARN to the police, Dr Hawkes submitted that ‘[i]t is entirely conceivable if not likely that Dr Hawkes, having initially believed the matter would be reported to the police by another person, gave no further thought to whether or not that report had in fact been made’. This submission for Dr Hawkes was made on the basis that Mr Pearson had given evidence that he had commenced an internal investigation after the incident and that Dr Paterson had later addressed the boys and told them that the police were dealing with the matter. We note that this particular submission that Dr Hawkes advanced contradicts another submission he made that Mr Pearson’s account of Dr Paterson’s address to the boys of MacNeil House is ‘not reliable’. The conflicting evidence about the information relayed to the boys of MacNeil House shortly after the ‘balaclava man’ incident is discussed in further detail below.

We reject Dr Hawkes’ evidence that he believed that the police had been notified. We find that, contrary to his evidence, Dr Hawkes knew that the police had not been called to investigate the sexual assault on ARN. We find that it is in fact inconceivable that Dr Hawkes could have thought that the police had been called in light of the matters raised above. If Dr Hawkes had initially thought that the police had been notified, it must have occurred to him very shortly after that they had not in fact been called. There was no police presence or investigation in the period after the assault.

Dr Hawkes accepted that the assault was a very serious crime which needed to be reported to the police and that the police were in the best position to uncover what had happened. Dr Hawkes also accepted that, as housemaster of MacNeil House, he was responsible for the welfare and pastoral care of the boys who resided in the house. We find that Dr Hawkes, in his role as housemaster of MacNeil House, ought to have notified the police of the sexual assault on ARN in late 1988 or at least properly satisfied himself that the police had been called, but he failed to do so. In failing to do so, Dr Hawkes failed to act in the best interests of the boys under his care at MacNeil House.

Dr Paterson accepted that he did not notify the police of the sexual assault on ARN in late 1988. He accepted that this was a failure, although he qualified that concession by saying it was a failure ‘looking back’. He accepted that the step of notifying the police would have been one which advanced the best interests of the boys in MacNeil House. We are satisfied that, by failing to notify the police, Dr Paterson failed to act in the best interests of the boys under his care at Knox.
We recognise that Dr Hawkes was more junior in the hierarchy of the school at the time and that Dr Paterson, as headmaster of Knox, had the primary responsibility to act decisively and protectively towards the students of Knox.

4.3 Reporting to Community Services

Both Dr Paterson and Dr Hawkes accepted that they did not report the sexual assault on ARN to Community Services. As noted above, the time to bring a complaint of an offence under the Children (Care and Protection) Act was ‘within six months from the time when the matter of the information or complaint arose’.445

4.4 Dr Paterson addresses the boys of MacNeil House

Later on the day of the assault on ARN, Dr Paterson and perhaps also Dr Hawkes addressed the boys in MacNeil House. There was some conflicting evidence about the statements that Dr Paterson and/or Dr Hawkes made to the boys of MacNeil House.

Dr Paterson gave evidence that he delivered a speech to the boys of MacNeil House in which he said: ‘Boys, just leave [it] in our hands. We are investigating it. Please keep your speculation to a minimum and let’s move on.’446 Dr Paterson denied that he told the boys that the perpetrator was a deranged Asian man who had broken into MacNeil House and was later arrested.447 He also denied that he told the boys that the matter was closed because the intruder had been arrested. Dr Paterson also did not recall any conversation where Mr Pearson allegedly said to Dr Paterson: ‘I haven’t finished my investigation. You should not be telling the boys anything to the effect that the matter is closed or that there have been any arrests.’448

Dr Hawkes gave evidence that, in the evening following the ‘balaclava man’ incident,449 Dr Paterson addressed the boys of MacNeil House on pastoral matters and reassured the boys that the matter was being looked into. Dr Hawkes accepted that he also would have addressed the boys to the extent that he would have told them to ‘settle down and sit down’ but that the ‘major address’ and ‘primary message’ would have been delivered by Dr Paterson.450 Dr Hawkes had no recollection of the specifics of what Dr Paterson told the boys. Dr Hawkes was unable to recall if Dr Paterson told the boys that the assault had been committed by an Old Boy who was mentally ill and Asian451 or whether the police had been notified.452

Mr Bradford, a resident master in MacNeil House in 1988, gave evidence that both Dr Paterson and Dr Hawkes addressed the boys. Mr Bradford gave evidence that Dr Paterson and Dr Hawkes, but in particular Dr Paterson, spoke and told the boys that the culprit was potentially an Old Boy, perhaps someone with a mental illness and someone of Asian appearance.453 Mr Bradford’s evidence was that either Dr Paterson or Dr Hawkes gave an assurance to the boys and the staff that the ‘matter is in hand’.454
Mr Pearson gave evidence that Dr Paterson addressed the boys—an action which Mr Pearson strongly advised Dr Paterson not to do. However, Dr Paterson did so because he wanted ‘the matter over’. Mr Pearson gave evidence that Dr Paterson informed the boys of MacNeil House that a young Asian man had broken into the boarding house, the man had been disturbed, he then fled and he had subsequently been arrested and the police were dealing with the matter.

AST gave evidence that approximately two days after the ‘balaclava man’ incident, Dr Paterson addressed the boys of MacNeil House and said that the person responsible was a mentally ill Old Boy of Knox and that the school was taking care of matters. AST cannot recall Dr Paterson stating that the police had arrested anyone. Mr Vance gave evidence that he was not present at the meeting but he had been told that either Dr Hawkes or Mr Pearson had informed the boys that, as a result of their investigations, the perpetrator had been identified as a 25-year-old Asian or person of ‘Asian build’. Mr Vance’s evidence was that he was ‘fairly sure’ that it was Dr Hawkes who had subsequently informed him of what was said at the meeting.

Dr Hawkes and Dr Paterson submitted that, in relation to the content of the address to the boys of MacNeil House, we should find only that ‘on the day of the Balaclava incident Dr Paterson addressed the boys of MacNeil House and advised the matter was being investigated’. In essence, what was advanced by Dr Hawkes and Dr Paterson was that Dr Paterson did not describe any characteristics of the ‘balaclava man’ to the boys. It was submitted for Dr Hawkes and Dr Paterson that we should accept Dr Hawkes’ and AST’s recollections of the address and also Mr Bradford’s account insofar as Mr Bradford gave evidence that Dr Paterson told the boys the incident was being investigated.

Although this submission relies on the evidence of AST and Mr Bradford, it ignores key aspects of their evidence concerning the description of the characteristics of the ‘balaclava man’ that Dr Paterson gave. AST gave evidence that Dr Paterson informed the boys that the person responsible was ‘a mentally ill Old Boy of Knox’. Mr Bradford gave evidence that either Dr Hawkes or Dr Paterson had informed the boys the culprit was ‘potentially an Old Boy’, perhaps someone with a mental illness and of Asian appearance. Further, as noted above, Mr Pearson gave evidence that Dr Paterson informed the boys of MacNeil House that the ‘balaclava man’ was ‘a young Asian man’ who had been ‘subsequently arrested’ by police. Dr Hawkes and Dr Paterson submitted that Mr Pearson’s evidence in relation to the address to the boys was ‘self-serving’ and ‘not reliable’.

We find that Dr Paterson addressed the boys of MacNeil House in the period shortly after the assault on ARN. We accept the evidence of Mr Bradford and AST that Dr Paterson informed the boys that the perpetrator was possibly an Old Boy of Knox with a mental illness. We also accept from Mr Bradford and Mr Pearson that Dr Paterson said that the perpetrator was of ‘Asian’ appearance.

Dr Paterson had no information available to him that supported his description of the assailant. He deliberately misled the students by providing that description when he had no basis to believe that that information was true.
4.5 Identity of the ‘balaclava man’

The question of the identity of the person who assaulted ARN was the subject of some attention during this case study.

Mr Pearson gave evidence that following the incident he commenced an investigation and started to interview the boys, housemasters and resident masters, including Mr Vance and Mr Fotis. Mr Pearson stated that he thought any notion that the perpetrator was an outside intruder was ‘rubbish’ and that the assault was perpetrated by someone who was located within the building. Dr Paterson, Dr Hawkes and Mr Vance also gave evidence that they received information that the perpetrator was an insider. Mr Pearson gave evidence that over the course of the investigation the description of the build of the perpetrator matched both Mr Vance and Mr Fotis but that he came to suspect that Mr Fotis was the perpetrator. In evidence before the Royal Commission Mr Vance denied that he assaulted ARN.

Dr Paterson gave evidence that following the incident he asked Mr Pearson to investigate and that he held the suspicion that Mr Fotis had perpetrated the assault on ARN.

AST gave evidence that he suspected Mr Fotis committed the assault on ARN. AST stated that one night in 1988, when he was a year 8 boarder at MacNeil House, he was brushing his teeth with other boarders when Mr Fotis approached ARN and said ‘I’ve got a surprise for you tonight, [ARN]’. In documentary evidence provided to the Royal Commission ARN, who was the victim of the assault, and ATS and ATD, who were student residents of MacNeil house who witnessed the assault, stated they suspected Mr Fotis.

Mr Fotis was employed by Knox in around 1987, initially as a religious education and history teacher. In 1988, Mr Fotis was also appointed as a resident master in MacNeil House. Mr Fotis had a brief interview before he was appointed to the school but otherwise, and in keeping with the system the school adopted for the employment of resident masters at the time, there was no formal application, no reference check and no criminal history check.

In evidence to the Royal Commission, Mr Fotis denied that he assaulted ARN and went further – he denied having any knowledge about the assault until the Royal Commission called him to give evidence.

Counsel Assisting submitted that ‘Mr Fotis’ evidence as to his knowledge of the assault on ARN is implausible and should be rejected. Mr Fotis submitted that, ‘[i]n the circumstance where Counsel Assisting submits that there is insufficient evidence to permit a finding that Mr Fotis assaulted ARN and that the submission does not provide a foundation for any finding that Counsel Assisting submits that the Commission make, the Commission should reject ... [Counsel Assisting’s] submission’. We do not understand the submission made by Mr Fotis.
We accept Counsel Assisting’s submission and reject Mr Fotis’ evidence that he did not know of the assault. It is implausible. He was present in MacNeil House on the evening of 22 November 1988 and the early morning of 23 November 1988. Dr Hawkes banged on the door of each resident master’s room. Mr Pearson interviewed Mr Fotis after the assault. We are satisfied that he knew of the assault soon after it happened.

It is not necessary for us to resolve the issue of the identity of the ‘balaclava man’.

4.6 Removal of Mr Fotis from MacNeil House

Dr Paterson said that shortly after the assault on ARN Mr Fotis was removed from MacNeil House. He said that it was his decision. He made the decision because he was ‘highly suspicious’ that Mr Fotis had committed the sexual assault on ARN and that was a serious matter. Dr Paterson said he did not have a recollection of discussing his suspicions about Mr Fotis with Dr Hawkes, although he accepted that he must have done so. Dr Hawkes denied having any such discussion. Ultimately, it is not necessary to resolve this difference in the evidence. Although Mr Fotis recalled a discussion with Dr Paterson around the time of the assault on ARN where Dr Paterson ‘expressed concern that there was a perception amongst the boys that [Mr Fotis] was bisexual’, Mr Fotis’ evidence was that he could not recall discussing the assault on ARN with Dr Paterson or anyone else.

After Mr Fotis’ removal from MacNeil House, he was relocated to Woodville – an administration building on the school grounds which also contained some accommodation for teaching staff. On 24 February 1989, Dr Paterson wrote to Mr Fotis telling him that he would need to be out of Woodville by week 7. Dr Paterson said that Mr Fotis was to remove himself completely from the boarding houses and that there were to be no boys to be in or around the house at any time. Mr Fotis remained on the staff of Knox as a religious education teacher. Dr Paterson considered that it was appropriate for Mr Fotis to be teaching religious education despite the suspicions that he held about him.

Dr Paterson did not record in writing the true reasons for Mr Fotis’ dismissal from MacNeil House and this involved a failure by him to maintain proper records.

4.7 Mr Fotis’ departure from the school

Mr Fotis was charged with wilful and obscene exposure in September 1989 after members of the public observed him with his penis exposed while seated in his car. He was subsequently found guilty of the offence. At this time, Mr Fotis was still living and working at Knox.

In September 1989, Mr Pearson wrote a note to Dr Paterson outlining concerns about Mr Fotis’ management of the boys and his ‘conduct [being] totally inappropriate’. Mr Pearson wrote that Mr Fotis had been giving out inappropriate detentions and calling boys ‘poofers’ and ‘arseholes’.
Mr Pearson noted that on another occasion Mr Fotis gave a boy a detention ‘for being a constant weirdo who says mental things’ and that the boy’s mother was ‘very upset’.\(^{502}\)

In October 1989, Mr Pearson wrote a second note to Dr Paterson (the October Pearson note) informing Dr Paterson that during the most recent school holidays Mr Fotis was arrested and charged for wilful and obscene exposure and ‘disqualified driving’. The October Pearson note also referred to Mr Fotis having ‘other criminal records’.\(^{503}\) There was an application by Mr Fotis that this evidence should not be accepted. That application was rejected for reasons given in a ruling on the application delivered on 23 March 2016.\(^{504}\) Relevantly, the effect of that ruling is that the October Pearson note remains as evidence in this public hearing of what Mr Pearson told Dr Paterson about what he believed to be Mr Fotis’ criminal record insofar as the offence of ‘unlawful exposure’ in September 1989 is concerned.\(^{505}\)

Upon receiving the October Pearson note, Dr Paterson formed the view that Mr Fotis was a person who was ‘entirely inappropriate to teach at’ Knox.\(^{506}\) Dr Paterson determined that Mr Fotis should be removed from the school.\(^{507}\) No written record was made recording the reason for Mr Fotis’ departure. Mr Fotis wrote a letter to Dr Paterson on 17 October 1989 noting that he was leaving ‘owing to personal reasons and a strong desire to spend more time with my family who live in the country’.\(^{508}\) This letter omitted any reference to the real reason for his departure. Dr Paterson agreed that the stated basis for Mr Fotis’ departure in that letter was false.\(^{509}\) He agreed that Mr Fotis was being removed from the school because of concerns Dr Paterson had about his suitability as a teacher, including the suspicion that Mr Fotis had sexually assaulted ARN.\(^{510}\)

On 19 October 1989, Dr Paterson gave Mr Fotis a reference. It is appropriate to set out the reference in full:\(^{511}\)

> This is to state that Mr Christopher Fotis has been a permanent, full time teacher at Knox Grammar School since 4 February 1987 to date. He has taught mainly Religious Education and some History. He has coached Cricket and Rugby teams and he has assisted with other extra-curricular activities from time to time. For a time, he was a Resident Master for a Boarding House.

> Mr Fotis is an enthusiast for his job. He is meticulous in his preparation and definite in the standards he requires from his students. He has been of enormous help to the Chapel in teaching Religious Education.


> Headmaster

Dr Paterson agreed that he prepared a grossly misleading reference for Mr Fotis given that the reference omitted any mention of concerns that Mr Pearson had raised about the way that Mr Fotis had managed boys as a teacher, the suspicions that he committed a serious sexual assault on ARN and the fact that he had been arrested for exposing his penis in his car in public.\(^{512}\)
We are satisfied that Dr Paterson prepared a reference for Mr Fotis upon his departure from Knox which was misleading in that it omitted details as to the true reasons for Mr Fotis’ departure from the school. In doing so Dr Paterson failed to have any regard for the interests of the students at any school at which Mr Fotis may teach.

Mr Fotis said in his evidence that after leaving Knox he went on to teach in the state school system.513
5 Inspector Elizabeth Cullen’s investigation in 1996

5.1 Meeting between Inspector Cullen and Dr Paterson

In 1996, Inspector Cullen was the Intelligence Coordinator with the NSW Police at the Child Protection Enforcement Agency. In September 1996, she was given an anonymous report alleging that there were a number of persons of interest, including Mr Treloar, Mr Stewart, Mr Nisbett, Mr Vance, Mr Fotis and one other person, who had committed sexual offences against students at Knox.

Inspector Cullen attended Knox on about 18 December 1996. She introduced herself to Dr Paterson as a police officer from the Child Protection Enforcement Agency. While Dr Paterson could not specifically recall Inspector Cullen coming to see him in December 1996, he accepted that she probably did. Dr Paterson could recall no other occasion in his time as headmaster at Knox when he had been visited by a police officer. Dr Paterson agreed that a police officer from the Child Protection Enforcement Agency coming to see him was a serious event.

Inspector Cullen told Dr Paterson that she had received anonymous allegations of child sexual abuse against Mr Treloar, Mr Vance, Mr Fotis, Mr Stewart and Mr Nisbett. At that time, Mr Treloar, Mr Stewart and Mr Nisbett were still employed as teachers at Knox.

Dr Paterson accepted that at the time of Inspector Cullen’s attendance he would have had in his mind:

- the information that he received in 1992 about ATJ’s allegations against Mr Stewart
- the incident involving inappropriate touching and the sexual advance admitted by Mr Vance in 1989
- his suspicions about Mr Fotis having assaulted ARN in 1988
- the report about Mr Nisbett, prepared by Mr Pearson, disclosing inappropriate behaviour by Mr Nisbett towards boys
- the incident involving Mr Treloar in 1987.

Dr Paterson did not say anything to Inspector Cullen about any of the incidents of which he was aware.

After Inspector Cullen informed Dr Paterson that she wanted to verify details about these men, Dr Paterson told her that his secretary could provide their staff records to her. Dr Paterson also accepted that he knew that the files that his secretary would provide to Inspector Cullen did not contain any record of the child sexual abuse allegations which he knew had been made against those men.

There was the following exchange in Dr Paterson’s examination by Counsel Assisting:

Q. You knew that that information that you had, which was not recorded in the staff files, was plainly relevant to the inquiries that Inspector Cullen was making?

A. I’m sorry, what was the last bit?
Q. You knew that the information that you had, which was not recorded in the staff files, was plainly relevant to the inquiries that Inspector Cullen was making?

A. I accept that.

Q. You didn’t give that information that you knew to her?

A. I accept that.

Q. You deliberately omitted or failed to tell her that which you knew about the men that she was inquiring about?

A. I don’t recall, but I assume that’s correct.

... 

Q. Instead of telling Inspector Cullen about what you knew about the allegations, you instructed your secretary to provide to her files which, to your knowledge, would not tell her about the allegations which had been made?

A. Correct.

Q. And in doing so, your intention was to deliberately mislead Inspector Cullen who, to your knowledge, was conducting an investigation into those men; do you agree?

A. I agree except ‘deliberately’. I can’t recall why I did not reveal to Inspector Cullen my information about those teachers.

Q. You must have known, Dr Paterson, at this time, that failing to tell her – that is, Inspector Cullen – about what you knew was something which was likely to hinder or impede her investigation?

A. I accept that.

Q. And that you had in your mind knowledge that was of critical importance to the very matters she was investigating; do you accept that?

A. Yes.

Q. And you failed to tell her about that knowledge?

A. Yes.
Q. Instead of telling her about that knowledge, you instructed your staff member to make available to her documents which would not reveal the truth about allegations in respect of those men; correct?

A. Correct.

Q. You did nothing after Inspector Cullen left to tell her about what you knew about the allegations against those men?

A. I believe so.

...

Q. You knew she was asking questions in order to elicit information that might help her in her investigation; correct?

A. Yes.

Q. You knew that her investigation was into whether those men had committed child sexual abuse?

A. Correct.

Q. And you, in response to what Inspector Cullen said to you, sat there and did not mention anything about what you knew about the allegations of child sexual abuse; do you agree?

A. Yes.

Q. And instead of saying to Inspector Cullen what you knew, you referred her to your secretary – correct?

A. Correct.

Q. And you did so, I think you have already agreed, by asking your secretary to provide Inspector Cullen with staff records; correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And you knew that those staff records would not record any information about the allegations which had been made about child sexual abuse against those men?

A. Correct.
Q. In doing so, I suggest to you, you were deliberately attempting to mislead Inspector Cullen about matters which were centrally important to her investigation?

A. I accept that.

Q. You did so with the intention of protecting those teachers about whom she was making the inquiries?

A. That’s the way it appears.

Q. And the reason, I suggest to you, you wanted to protect those teachers, was because you considered that if you revealed that which you knew, it would damage the reputation of the school?

A. I don’t recall.

Q. Certainly your behaviour towards Inspector Cullen on this occasion wasn’t calculated to promote or protect the interests and welfare of the boys under your care, was it?

A. Correct.

Q. Because what would have promoted and protected their interests was to tell her the truth about what you knew?

A. Yes.

Q. Was to tell her everything that you were aware of about the allegations that had been made against those men; correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Because you knew, if you told her that information you knew, it might help her in her inquiries?

A. Yes.

Q. It might help her to make, ultimately, arrests of people for criminal conduct; you knew that, didn’t you?

A. Yes.

Q. But you didn’t tell her any of that information that you knew going to the question of whether those men had committed crimes; correct?

A. Yes.
Q. And you accept that it was a gross failure on your part in failing to tell her about those things?

A. Yes.

Q. And you did so with the intention of misleading her; do you agree?

A. Yes.

Q. And you did so with the intention of deliberately hindering the investigation that you knew she was conducting; that’s right, isn’t it?

A. Yes.

Q. And you knew that by failing to tell her about those things, it was likely that her ability to investigate these serious matters was likely to be adversely affected; do you agree?

A. Yes.

Q. It is totally unacceptable, isn’t it, Dr Paterson?

A. Yes.

In response to examination by his solicitor about his dealings with Inspector Cullen, Dr Paterson gave the following answers:\textsuperscript{531}

Q. To the best of your recollection, did you cooperate with Inspector Cullen?

A. I believe so.

Q. I think I’ve asked you this, but I’ll ask you again: did she ask you any questions about these people?

A. No.

Q. Did she ask you whether you were aware of any issues concerning sexual assaults –

A. Not that I recall.

Dr Paterson’s concessions were made after he was taken at length through the relevant background and context in a way which we consider was fair – there were only three objections taken on behalf of Dr Paterson during the entire examination.\textsuperscript{532} Two days later, after his solicitor recalled him to give further evidence, in response to leading questions asked by his solicitor Dr Paterson gave evidence apparently disavowing the earlier answers set out above.\textsuperscript{533}
Q. You made no attempt to mislead Inspector Cullen about the contents of those files?
A. No.

Q. You didn’t even discuss the contents of the files?
A. No.

Q. Inspector Cullen, whilst she told you in general terms she was looking at issues of sexual abuse concerning those teachers, did she detail any of the specific allegations to you at that time?
A. No.

Q. Did she ask to discuss those allegations with you?
A. No.

Q. So you did not deliberately seek to mislead Inspector Cullen?
A. Absolutely not.

We are unable to reconcile this evidence with the evidence Dr Paterson gave in earlier examination by Counsel Assisting. It is not possible for both pieces of evidence to be correct.

Dr Paterson submitted that ‘there is no evidence that Inspector [sic] asked Dr Paterson any questions in particular whether he had any information concerning allegations of child abuse relating to persons named and no suggestion that she gave Dr Paterson any details of the allegations’.534 It was also submitted that ‘the comments of Counsel Assisting are all predicated (erroneously) on Dr Paterson knowing the details of allegations Inspector Cullen was investigating’535 and Dr Paterson ‘actively assisted her by providing the information she was seeking’.536

We reject those submissions and Dr Paterson’s disavowals for the following reasons.

Inspector Cullen introduced herself to Dr Paterson as a police officer from the Child Protection Enforcement Agency. She informed Dr Paterson that she had received anonymous information about allegations of child sexual abuse against Mr Treloar, Mr Vance, Mr Fotis, Mr Stewart, Mr Nisbett and one other person. Dr Paterson accepted that this occurred.537 At that time, Mr Treloar, Mr Stewart and Mr Nisbett were employed as teachers at Knox, but Inspector Cullen was told that only Mr Nisbett was still employed at the school.538

Dr Paterson accepted that he did not say anything to Inspector Cullen about what he knew about Mr Treloar, Mr Nisbett, Mr Vance, Mr Fotis and Mr Stewart.539 Dr Paterson also accepted that he knew that the files that his secretary provided to Inspector Cullen did not contain any record of the
child sexual abuse allegations which he knew had been made against Mr Treloar, Mr Nisbett, Mr Vance and Mr Stewart and his suspicions about Mr Fotis.\textsuperscript{540}

At the time that Inspector Cullen visited Dr Paterson in December 1996, as noted, Dr Paterson admitted that he had in his mind all of the allegations which had been made about Mr Stewart in 1992, Mr Treloar in 1987, Mr Nisbett in 1984 and 1986, and Mr Vance in 1989, and his suspicions about Mr Fotis in 1988. It does not assist Dr Paterson on this issue to try to explain his lack of cooperation with the police investigation by stating that he did not have any \textit{specific} allegations put to him about any of the named men.

Dr Paterson’s evidence was that he had in his mind knowledge that was of critical importance to the matters Inspector Cullen was investigating, that he failed to tell her about that knowledge and that, instead of telling her about that knowledge, he instructed a staff member to make available documents which would not reveal the truth about the allegations.\textsuperscript{541}

Dr Paterson initially accepted in his evidence that:

- he was deliberately attempting to mislead Inspector Cullen about matters which were centrally important to her investigation\textsuperscript{542}
- he did so with the intention of protecting the teachers about whom she was making the inquiries\textsuperscript{543}
- that was done with the intention of misleading her
- in failing to tell her about what he knew, Dr Paterson knew that it was likely that her ability to investigate the serious matters would be adversely affected.\textsuperscript{544}

Dr Paterson also failed to inform the Knox Council that Inspector Cullen was investigating allegations against a number of members of the Knox teaching staff, including current teachers.

Dr Paterson offered no explanation as to why his evidence changed between the first occasion on 4 March 2015, when he admitted to intentionally misleading Inspector Cullen, and the second occasion on 6 March 2015, when he denied doing so.

We reject Dr Paterson’s later disavowals of his evidence.

\section*{5.2 Discussions with Mr Terrence Chapman}

Around the same time that Inspector Cullen visited Dr Paterson, Dr Paterson was also approached by Mr Terrence Chapman, the executive director of the Association of Independent Schools between 1979 and 2004.\textsuperscript{545}

Mr Chapman stated that in the mid to late 1990s he had heard rumours of child abuse at Knox.\textsuperscript{546} He said that he raised these matters with Dr Paterson at that time and said that perhaps Dr Paterson
should enquire about those rumours with a view to deciding whether investigative or reporting procedures should be implemented.547 There was a second conversation where similar matters were raised.548

Dr Paterson could not recall if he had these conversations with Mr Chapman, but he did not deny that the conversations occurred.549 Dr Paterson did not recall doing anything in response to Mr Chapman raising these matters with him and conceded that he did not launch an investigation or notify the police.550

We are satisfied that Dr Paterson failed to take any steps to inquire into the allegations that Mr Chapman raised with him.
6 Other allegations

6.1 Ms Lucy Perry’s allegation

Ms Lucy Perry is a former student of Roseville College on Sydney’s upper North Shore.

Ms Perry gave evidence that on 9 March 2009 she approached NSW Police in relation to the ongoing investigation of Strike Force Arika into child sexual assaults at Knox. She alleged that she was sexually assaulted by Dr Paterson in 1989. Ms Perry stated to NSW Police that she did not wish to proceed with charges against Dr Paterson. She gave evidence that her intention was to let police know that she ‘was happy to provide a statement if it was going to be useful to demonstrate the culture of disrespect engendered at the school, and to highlight the environment and attitudes fostered by the Headmaster’.

The public hearing was the first time that Ms Perry’s allegation was put to Dr Paterson. Dr Paterson denied the allegation.

6.2 Allegation of document destruction

Mr Dwane Feehely was the manager of insurance and property services for the Uniting Church Synod in 2009.

On 6 July 2009, Mr Feehely sent an email to a colleague, Mr Gavin Lee. That email forwarded a chain of emails which had attached draft apologies prepared on behalf of Knox in relation to the abuse perpetrated by some of the teachers at Knox. The draft apologies had been prepared by Mr Rod Frail, a communications consultant, with ‘some input’ from Mr Rob Wannan. Mr Wannan, a solicitor, was the chairman of the Knox Council between 2007 and 2013.

In Mr Feehely’s email to Mr Lee, he wrote that ‘[t]he solicitor who drafted [the apologies] is the one who has been advising the school to destroy documents, with Jims [sic] assistance’. The reference to ‘the solicitor’ was a reference to Mr Wannan, while the reference to ‘Jim’ was a reference to Mr Jim Mein. Between 2004 and 2007, Mr Mein was the moderator of the Synod and he was also a member of the Knox Council between 1994 and 2001.

After the conclusion of the public hearing, the Uniting Church in Australia submitted that the email from Mr Feehely should not have been admitted into evidence. We do not accept that submission. The document is a business record written by a person then in a position of authority. The email contains a statement which is plainly relevant to the Royal Commission’s inquiry. Senior Counsel for the Uniting Church in Australia did not object to the tender of this email before or during the public hearing.
Mr Wannan was asked to respond to the allegation in Mr Feehely’s email to Mr Lee. Mr Wannan denied being involved in giving any advice to Knox to destroy documents. We accept Mr Wannan’s evidence. We find that he was not involved in or aware of any advice given to Knox to destroy documents.

Mr Mein was asked to respond to the allegation in Mr Feehely’s email to Mr Lee. Mr Mein denied being involved in assisting the school to destroy documents. We accept Mr Mein’s evidence. We find that he was not involved in or aware of any advice given to the school to destroy documents.
7 The institution’s practices, policies and procedures

7.1 The culture at Knox

We are satisfied that during the headmastership of Dr Paterson at Knox:

- his attitude and the culture he fostered at the school were dismissive of allegations of child sexual abuse
- he deliberately withheld information from the Knox Council
- he gave misleading references for staff
- his record keeping was poor.

We have accepted Dr Paterson’s evidence that, in relation to the allegations against Mr Stewart and the teacher ARZ, he was involved in a cover-up of those allegations. He also deliberately withheld information from Inspector Cullen. Dr Paterson did not notify the parents of boys who had made allegations against staff members. Through these actions, Dr Paterson failed to prioritise the welfare of the boys at Knox over the reputation of the school.

Dismissive attitude toward allegations

Dr Paterson minimised and treated dismissively allegations against Mr Nisbett and Mr Stewart.

Further, Dr Paterson said in his statement he was only aware of one instance of child sexual abuse at Knox during his headmastership. This was plainly incorrect. It is clear from Dr Paterson’s evidence and from our findings that he was aware of other instances of potential or actual child sexual abuse in addition to those mentioned in paragraph 18 of Dr Paterson’s written statement. These were:

- the serious allegations about Mr Nisbett in 1984 and 1986
- the allegations about Mr Treloar in 1987
- the allegations about sexual molestation of ATJ by Mr Stewart in 1992
- the ‘affair’ between then student Anthony Carden and teacher ARZ in 1992
- the sexual assault on ARN in 1988.

Failure to report to the Knox Council

Despite Dr Paterson’s evidence that his practice would have been to report ‘important matters’ to the Knox Council, it is clear that he did not do so on a number of occasions. Dr Paterson did not report the allegations concerning Mr Treloar in 1988 and Mr Stewart in 1992 and he could not recall if he reported to the Knox Council in relation to Mr Nisbett in 1986 and Mr Vance in 1989.

Dr Paterson’s failure to inform the Knox Council about those allegations of child sexual abuse reflected no proper governance structure at Knox. It resulted in both the Knox Council and the Synod being uninformed of these matters and unable to respond appropriately.
The giving of misleading references

As noted above, we heard evidence that on three occasions Dr Paterson gave references for former Knox staff members which were misleading or which omitted important information about the circumstances of the staff member’s departure from Knox. These references were prepared by Dr Paterson for Mr James, Mr Vance and Mr Fotis. All three staff members went on to obtain further employment in schools elsewhere, including interstate and overseas.

Record keeping at Knox

Dr Paterson was a poor record keeper.

As we have found, no record was kept of the true reasons for Mr Vance’s departure, the sacking of Mr Fotis, the incident involving Mr Treloar or the true reasons for the removal of Mr Nisbett from Ewan House in 1986.

The report that Mr Pearson prepared in 1986 of his investigation into Mr Nisbett is missing. Dr Paterson says that he put the report into Mr Nisbett’s file. There is no evidence about how or why the report went missing.

Additionally, Dr Paterson’s file note in 1992 regarding ATJ’s allegations against Mr Stewart records the ‘extraordinary’ disappearance of the student files of ATJ and Anthony Carden. Dr Paterson agreed that the fact of files going missing was a serious indication that there was something wrong with the integrity of Knox’s record keeping. There is evidence that the teachers’ files were kept in a cabinet where the key was readily available. Dr Paterson accepted that this system did not provide ‘great security’.

We are satisfied that the system for record keeping at Knox between 1969 and 1998 failed in that relevant material about teachers’ conduct with students was not systematically documented, securely kept and able to be made available to incoming headmasters or other relevant senior staff.

7.2 The system for employment of resident masters at Knox

Between 1982 and 1987 Knox had no system for holding interviews with, or conducting reference or criminal history checks for, those persons it employed as resident masters. The position of resident master was an important one because from time to time resident masters would have the sole responsibility for caring for boarders. Dr Paterson accepted that the lack of any such system was a failure. We reject Dr Paterson’s evidence that this failure was a failure ‘in retrospect’.
It is obvious that there should have been some system in place at Knox which at a minimum required any person who was being considered for employment in the role of resident master to make a formal application, to be interviewed, to provide a reference or referees and to have a check performed to determine whether or not they had a criminal record.

We are satisfied that the system in place at Knox for the employment of resident masters between 1982 and 1987 failed in that it did not require potential employees with roles requiring direct contact with students to make a formal application, undergo an interview process and provide referees who were checked and whose responses were documented.

### 7.3 Policies and procedures during Dr Paterson’s headmastership

During Dr Paterson’s time as headmaster, no training was provided to the staff at Knox about their mandatory reporting obligations – in particular, with respect to reporting suspicions that a child had been sexually assaulted.\(^{576}\) This was despite the fact that information about these obligations was readily available from the Association of Independent Schools, of which Knox was (and remains) a member.\(^{577}\)

Dr Paterson initially gave evidence that he was not aware of the mandatory reporting legislation\(^ {578}\) and that he could not recall if mandatory reporting training had been offered to the teachers at Knox.\(^ {579}\) He agreed that if this training was not offered then this was a failure.\(^ {580}\) Later, Dr Paterson agreed with the propositions that in his time as headmaster he did not institute any system of training of staff in respect of mandatory reporting obligations\(^ {581}\) and that there were no written policies dealing with child protection.\(^ {582}\) Dr Paterson could not recall if the question of whether Knox had any child protection policies in place was raised by the Knox Council\(^ {583}\) or Mr Mein\(^ {584}\) but agreed that it was possible. Dr Paterson also agreed that, if he did give Mr Mein any assurance that the school had child protection policies in place, this would have been false.\(^ {585}\)

Mr Mein, who was a member of the Knox Council from 1994, gave evidence that for the period 1994 to 1998 he cannot recall Dr Paterson informing the Knox Council about mandatory reporting.\(^ {586}\) In relation to child protection policies generally, Mr Mein had a recollection that at some point the issue of adopting child protection policies was raised with Dr Paterson and that Dr Paterson ‘answered in the affirmative.’\(^ {587}\)

Mandatory reporting obligations with respect to physical and sexual abuse were introduced for teachers at non-government schools in January 1988. We are satisfied that between 1988 and 1998 Knox failed to have in place any system for training or educating its staff on the mandatory reporting obligations imposed by legislation in New South Wales.

Such training and education is important because it equips staff with the necessary knowledge and understanding of the dynamics of child sexual abuse and the mechanisms for detecting, investigating and reporting allegations of child sexual abuse.
No policies were produced to the Royal Commission about complaint-handling procedures during Dr Paterson’s headmastership, either before or after the introduction of mandatory reporting. Similarly, no policies were produced to the Royal Commission relating to a code of conduct for boarding housemasters during Dr Paterson’s headmastership. Clearly, there were no structures or procedures in place at Knox for handling such reports.

### 7.4 Current practices, policies and procedures

We had evidence from Knox that it now distributes information and resources on the issue of child protection from the Association of Independent Schools to teaching and other relevant staff.588 The evidence was that all staff members at Knox are also now required to attend training in child protection, which is delivered by the Association of Independent Schools.589

In addition, Knox has implemented the association’s recommendation that all member schools have an Accredited Child Protection Investigator – Knox has one accredited staff member in the preparatory school and another in the senior school.590 The current headmaster at Knox, Mr Weeks, also gave evidence to the Royal Commission that the school’s Child Protection Policy has been revised and is subject to ongoing review and that staff are required to acknowledge in writing that they have read, understood and agree to comply with the terms of that policy.591

We received evidence from Mr Weeks about the current practice of the headmaster’s responsibilities as they relate to the Knox Council. Mr Weeks gave evidence that the Knox Council meets on an approximately monthly basis during school terms and there are generally nine or 10 Knox Council meetings each year.592 Mr Weeks is invited to attend the Knox Council meetings and delivers the headmaster’s report.593

Mr Weeks said his current practice is to meet with the chairman of the Knox Council on a weekly basis to discuss operational issues, including child protection issues.594 Mr Weeks gave evidence that if he receives information which indicates a child protection issue he:

- immediately telephones the council chair and reports the information
- updates the chair by telephone at regular intervals of any ongoing communication
- reports the information and any steps taken or outcomes to the executive committee of the Knox Council. The executive committee is a subcommittee of the Knox Council comprising its chair, deputy chair, the head of the Audit and Risk Committee, one other individual elected from the council, the School Business Manager and the headmaster. The executive committee considers all matters for the forthcoming council meeting and prepares the agenda.595
- reports the information and any steps taken or outcomes to the Knox Council.596
When he provided his statement to the Royal Commission, Mr Weeks attached a draft proposed Constitution which, at the time of the public hearing, had not been formally approved. In that draft Constitution, the duties and responsibilities of the headmaster are more clearly articulated and include:

- exercising judgment in identifying issues which need to be brought to the Council for consideration, consultation or decision making; ...
- providing periodic reports to the Council, having regular communications with the Chairperson and developing information for the Council on key issues (including the strategic plan for the school);
- in consultation with the Chairperson identifying issues which need to be brought to the Council for consideration, consultation or decision making; and
- attending meetings of the Council and its committees unless the Council otherwise directs (such as when Council sits in committee).

At the time of preparing this report, it was not known whether the draft Constitution had been adopted and the effectiveness of the new prescribed responsibilities for headmasters was untested.
8 Systemic issues

This case study provided the Royal Commission with insights into systemic issues within its Terms of Reference in the area of institutional response to concerns and allegations about incidents of child sexual abuse within the setting of a private educational institution.

In particular, the systemic issues raised in this case study included:

- understanding the scope and impact of child sexual abuse
- what environments encourage or facilitate offending and why
- responding to concerns, allegations and incidents of child sexual abuse
- reporting, regulation and oversight of educational institutions working with children
- arrangements within educational institutions to prevent child sexual abuse
- record keeping.
Appendix A: Terms of Reference

Letters Patent dated 11 January 2013

ELIZABETH THE SECOND, by the Grace of God Queen of Australia and Her other Realms and Territories, Head of the Commonwealth:

TO

The Honourable Justice Peter David McClellan AM,
Mr Robert Atkinson,
The Honourable Justice Jennifer Ann Coate,
Mr Robert William Fitzgerald AM,
Dr Helen Mary Milroy, and
Mr Andrew James Marshall Murray

GREETING

WHEREAS all children deserve a safe and happy childhood.

AND Australia has undertaken international obligations to take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to protect children from sexual abuse and other forms of abuse, including measures for the prevention, identification, reporting, referral, investigation, treatment and follow up of incidents of child abuse.

AND all forms of child sexual abuse are a gross violation of a child’s right to this protection and a crime under Australian law and may be accompanied by other unlawful or improper treatment of children, including physical assault, exploitation, deprivation and neglect.

AND child sexual abuse and other related unlawful or improper treatment of children have a long-term cost to individuals, the economy and society.

AND public and private institutions, including child-care, cultural, educational, religious, sporting and other institutions, provide important services and support for children and their families that are beneficial to children’s development.

AND it is important that claims of systemic failures by institutions in relation to allegations and incidents of child sexual abuse and any related unlawful or improper treatment of children be fully explored, and that best practice is identified so that it may be followed in the future both to protect against the occurrence of child sexual abuse and to respond appropriately when any allegations and incidents of child sexual abuse occur, including holding perpetrators to account and providing justice to victims.

AND it is important that those sexually abused as a child in an Australian institution can share their experiences to assist with healing and to inform the development of strategies and reforms that your inquiry will seek to identify.
AND noting that, without diminishing its criminality or seriousness, your inquiry will not specifically examine the issue of child sexual abuse and related matters outside institutional contexts, but that any recommendations you make are likely to improve the response to all forms of child sexual abuse in all contexts.

AND all Australian Governments have expressed their support for, and undertaken to cooperate with, your inquiry.

NOW THEREFORE We do, by these Our Letters Patent issued in Our name by Our Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia on the advice of the Federal Executive Council and under the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia, the Royal Commissions Act 1902 and every other enabling power, appoint you to be a Commission of inquiry, and require and authorise you, to inquire into institutional responses to allegations and incidents of child sexual abuse and related matters, and in particular, without limiting the scope of your inquiry, the following matters:

a. what institutions and governments should do to better protect children against child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts in the future;

b. what institutions and governments should do to achieve best practice in encouraging the reporting of, and responding to reports or information about, allegations, incidents or risks of child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts;

c. what should be done to eliminate or reduce impediments that currently exist for responding appropriately to child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts, including addressing failures in, and impediments to, reporting, investigating and responding to allegations and incidents of abuse;

d. what institutions and governments should do to address, or alleviate the impact of, past and future child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts, including, in particular, in ensuring justice for victims through the provision of redress by institutions, processes for referral for investigation and prosecution and support services.

AND We direct you to make any recommendations arising out of your inquiry that you consider appropriate, including recommendations about any policy, legislative, administrative or structural reforms.

AND, without limiting the scope of your inquiry or the scope of any recommendations arising out of your inquiry that you may consider appropriate, We direct you, for the purposes of your inquiry and recommendations, to have regard to the following matters:
e. the experience of people directly or indirectly affected by child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts, and the provision of opportunities for them to share their experiences in appropriate ways while recognising that many of them will be severely traumatised or will have special support needs;

f. the need to focus your inquiry and recommendations on systemic issues, recognising nevertheless that you will be informed by individual cases and may need to make referrals to appropriate authorities in individual cases;

g. the adequacy and appropriateness of the responses by institutions, and their officials, to reports and information about allegations, incidents or risks of child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts;

h. changes to laws, policies, practices and systems that have improved over time the ability of institutions and governments to better protect against and respond to child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts.

AND We further declare that you are not required by these Our Letters Patent to inquire, or to continue to inquire, into a particular matter to the extent that you are satisfied that the matter has been, is being, or will be, sufficiently and appropriately dealt with by another inquiry or investigation or a criminal or civil proceeding.

AND, without limiting the scope of your inquiry or the scope of any recommendations arising out of your inquiry that you may consider appropriate, We direct you, for the purposes of your inquiry and recommendations, to consider the following matters, and We authorise you to take (or refrain from taking) any action that you consider appropriate arising out of your consideration:

i. the need to establish mechanisms to facilitate the timely communication of information, or the furnishing of evidence, documents or things, in accordance with section 6P of the Royal Commissions Act 1902 or any other relevant law, including, for example, for the purpose of enabling the timely investigation and prosecution of offences;

j. the need to establish investigation units to support your inquiry;

k. the need to ensure that evidence that may be received by you that identifies particular individuals as having been involved in child sexual abuse or related matters is dealt with in a way that does not prejudice current or future criminal or civil proceedings or other contemporaneous inquiries;
l. the need to establish appropriate arrangements in relation to current and previous inquiries, in Australia and elsewhere, for evidence and information to be shared with you in ways consistent with relevant obligations so that the work of those inquiries, including, with any necessary consents, the testimony of witnesses, can be taken into account by you in a way that avoids unnecessary duplication, improves efficiency and avoids unnecessary trauma to witnesses;

m. the need to ensure that institutions and other parties are given a sufficient opportunity to respond to requests and requirements for information, documents and things, including, for example, having regard to any need to obtain archived material.

AND We appoint you, the Honourable Justice Peter David McClellan AM, to be the Chair of the Commission.

AND We declare that you are a relevant Commission for the purposes of sections 4 and 5 of the Royal Commissions Act 1902.

AND We declare that you are authorised to conduct your inquiry into any matter under these Our Letters Patent in combination with any inquiry into the same matter, or a matter related to that matter, that you are directed or authorised to conduct by any Commission, or under any order or appointment, made by any of Our Governors of the States or by the Government of any of Our Territories.

AND We declare that in these Our Letters Patent:


**government** means the Government of the Commonwealth or of a State or Territory, and includes any non-government institution that undertakes, or has undertaken, activities on behalf of a government.

**institution** means any public or private body, agency, association, club, institution, organisation or other entity or group of entities of any kind (whether incorporated or unincorporated), and however described, and:

i. includes, for example, an entity or group of entities (including an entity or group of entities that no longer exists) that provides, or has at any time provided, activities, facilities, programs or services of any kind that provide the means through which adults have contact with children, including through their families; and

ii. does not include the family.
**institutional context:** child sexual abuse happens in an institutional context if, for example:

i. it happens on premises of an institution, where activities of an institution take place, or in connection with the activities of an institution; or

ii. it is engaged in by an official of an institution in circumstances (including circumstances involving settings not directly controlled by the institution) where you consider that the institution has, or its activities have, created, facilitated, increased, or in any way contributed to, (whether by act or omission) the risk of child sexual abuse or the circumstances or conditions giving rise to that risk; or

iii. it happens in any other circumstances where you consider that an institution is, or should be treated as being, responsible for adults having contact with children.

**law** means a law of the Commonwealth or of a State or Territory.

**official**, of an institution, includes:

i. any representative (however described) of the institution or a related entity; and

ii. any member, officer, employee, associate, contractor or volunteer (however described) of the institution or a related entity; and

iii. any person, or any member, officer, employee, associate, contractor or volunteer (however described) of a body or other entity, who provides services to, or for, the institution or a related entity; and

iv. any other person who you consider is, or should be treated as if the person were, an official of the institution.

**related matters** means any unlawful or improper treatment of children that is, either generally or in any particular instance, connected or associated with child sexual abuse.

**AND We:**

require you to begin your inquiry as soon as practicable, and

require you to make your inquiry as expeditiously as possible; and

require you to submit to Our Governor-General:

first and as soon as possible, and in any event not later than 30 June 2014 (or such later date as Our Prime Minister may, by notice in the Gazette, fix on your recommendation), an initial report of the results of your inquiry, the recommendations for early consideration you may consider appropriate
to make in this initial report, and your recommendation for the date, not later than 31 December 2015, to be fixed for the submission of your final report; and

then and as soon as possible, and in any event not later than the date Our Prime Minister may, by notice in the Gazette, fix on your recommendation, your final report of the results of your inquiry and your recommendations; and

authorise you to submit to Our Governor-General any additional interim reports that you consider appropriate.

IN WITNESS, We have caused these Our Letters to be made Patent

WITNESS Quentin Bryce, Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia.

Dated 11th January 2013
Governor-General
By Her Excellency’s Command
Prime Minister

ELIZABETH THE SECOND, by the Grace of God Queen of Australia and Her other Realms and Territories, Head of the Commonwealth:

TO

The Honourable Justice Peter David McClellan AM,
Mr Robert Atkinson,
The Honourable Justice Jennifer Ann Coate,
Mr Robert William Fitzgerald AM,
Dr Helen Mary Milroy, and
Mr Andrew James Marshall Murray

GREETING

WHEREAS We, by Our Letters Patent issued in Our name by Our Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia, appointed you to be a Commission of inquiry, required and authorised you to inquire into certain matters, and required you to submit to Our Governor-General a report of the results of your inquiry, and your recommendations, not later than 31 December 2015.

AND it is desired to amend Our Letters Patent to require you to submit to Our Governor-General a report of the results of your inquiry, and your recommendations, not later than 15 December 2017.

NOW THEREFORE We do, by these Our Letters Patent issued in Our name by Our Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia on the advice of the Federal Executive Council and under the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia, the Royal Commissions Act 1902 and every other enabling power, amend the Letters Patent issued to you by omitting from subparagraph (p)(i) of the Letters Patent “31 December 2015” and substituting “15 December 2017”.

IN WITNESS, We have caused these Our Letters to be made Patent.

WITNESS General the Honourable Sir Peter Cosgrove AK MC (Ret’d), Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia.

Dated 13th November 2014
Governor-General
By Her Excellency’s Command
Prime Minister
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